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Going over a list of advance subscribers to the benefit dance for the Heart Fund drive, Feb. 21, are
Mrs. Harry Wilbur, Mrs. Christy Adams, Mrs. Wesley Wasgatt, and Mrs. Herman Weisman. Any one of
these four ladies will accept subscriptions to the bull.

Furthering their efforts to make
the Rockland quota of the Heart
Fund Drive a reality the two local
co-chairmen. Mrs. Oram Lawry,
Jr., and Mrs. Stuart Burgess, are
planning a mid-winter charity ball
to be held at the Thorndike Hotel
on Saturday, Feb. 21. Mrs. lillian
Berliawsky heads the ball commit
tee.
While details of the planned par |
ty are still to be determined it has
been definitely decided that the
music will be by Stanley Walsh and
his orchestra, and that the price
of subscription will be {3 per cou !
i
ple.
Subscriptions will be accepted
now by a committee consisting of

Mrs. Wesley Wasgatt, Mrs Herman
Weisman, Mrs. Harry Wilbur and
Mrs. Christy Adams, Almon B
Cooper is to be master of ceremon
ies.
Early subscribers are Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Keywood, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hudson, Nathan Farwell,
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Alien, Dr. and
Mrs. O. R. Lawry, Jr., Mr. and Mrs
Stuart C. Burgess, Dr. and Mrs
Wesley N. Wasgatt, Mr. and Mrs
James Pease. Mr. and Mrs. Almon
B. Cooper, Dr. and Mrs. Herman
Weisman. Mr. and Mrs. Rex Oarrett, Mr. and Mrs. Stafford M.
Congdon. Dr. and Mrs. Harold
Jameson, Dr. and Mrs. Gilmore
Soule, Mr. and Mrs. Walter E.

10 DEDICATE TYLER AUDITORIUM

Morse, Jr., Miss Dorothy G. Lawry,
and Mr and Mrs. Carl M. Stilphen.

Hospital Notes
Mrs. Horace Benner, 97 Lime
rock street, brought in seven copies
of “Family Circle.
—KCOH—

Mrs. Grace Frye, a maid in the
dietary
department, was dis
charged from the hospital on Sun
day. Mrs. Frye has been recuper
ating in tlie Nurses' Home, the past
week.
—KCOH—

Mrs. Virginia Oowland returned
to work the last week ln January.
- kcoh- •

Mrs. Julia Shattuck was absent
several days last week, due to Ulness
—KCOH—

Students' Parents In P.T.A. Make Gift To

The R.N Club will meet on Feb.
17 in the Bok Home. The program
wUI be announced later.
-KCOH—

Mrs Elva Teel Is reUeving ln the
dietary department during Mrs.
Frye's absence.

School Of Room They Constructed

—KCOH—

There will be a grand opening
and dedication of the new audi
torium at Tyler School at the meet
ing of the PTA Monday evening at
7 JO.
Taking advantage of an unused
basement space, the fathers and
mothers of Tyler students convert
ed It Into a stage, seating space,
and projection room. They plan to
deliver the new room and equip
ment to Mrs. Addle Rogers, the
principal, and to J. Weldon RusseU,
school superintendent. PTA presi
dent Sebastian Groder wiU make
the presentation during the meet
ing.

An elaborate program has been
arranged. It Is announced that the
first to use the new stage, with
proper lighting and Big Theatre at
mosphere, will be Barbara Frazier,
in acrobatic dances.
The second part of the program
will be the dedication, of the new
auditorium. Part three wUI be a
panel discussion of Rockland School
needs, with members of the school
board participating. Part four will
bring on a brief business meeting
at which time final plans will be
made for the Tyler School PTA
Fair, to be held March 27.
I Refreshments wlU be served.

The

|

Betty Lee Clark, 93 Limerock
street, brought in a scrap book
made of assorted cards, and smaU
books, with pages to be colored by
the youngsters.
KCOH —

Mrs. Elbert Robbins, 17 Lawrence
street, mailed in a large assortment
of current magazine.
—KCOH—

Admissions: Dr. Ralph Dennett,
Tenant's Harbor: Richard Howard,
Warren; Albion Johnson. Miss Al
ma Walker, Owl’s Head; Mrs. Mary
Swan, Camden; Mrs. Rose Richard
son, Waldoboro; Mrs. Grace Peter
son, Vinalhaven; Alton Butler. Mrs
Arlene Starrett. Mrs. Lena Maxey.
Mrs. Elizabeth Kinney, Thomaston;
Mrs. Olive Crockett, Mrs. Ethel La
voie, Miss Charlene Peterson, Mrs
Barbara Hemphill,
Mrs. Myra
Chase, Rockland.
—KOOH—

Factory Store
SNOW BOWL
- SPECIALS $21.95

LADIES' SKI SUITS

Nylon Gabardine - Quilted Satin Lining

A $30. Value

Sizes 10 to 20.

POPLIN SKI JACKETS

$10.95

Quilted Satin Lining. Sizes 10 to 20.
REG. PRICE 16.95
Nylon Gabardine.

oEXPERT
WATCH SERVICE
FUFF INSPECTION, FULL
GUARANTEE AND QUALITY

Sizes 10 to 18.

SKI TROUSERS

Dlscliarges: John Poet, Mrs. Hel
en Richardson. Mrs. Mary Brown,
Mrs. Evelyn McLellan and son,
Master Howard Edwards. Jr., Rock
land' Mrs. Lucy McLain and
daughter, Thomaston; Mrs. Gloria
Wallace, Warren; Mrs. Katherine
Robinson, Rockport; Miss Earlene
Grant. St. George; Lawrence Grant,
Mrs. Thelma Burgess, North Ha
ven.

$9.95

REG. PRICE 14.95

Many Other Men's and Boys'
Numbers at Money Saving Prices

REPLACEMENT PARTS!

IMPORTANT! We use
ONLY Genuine Factory
Parts in Servicing
Watches!
Stop in TODAY at

SAVE AT FACTORY PRICES
STORE 110113:
Thursday.

Saturday

I A. M. M I ML

Wsdneaday

II x. w i r. x.
17-lt

SULKA
winiim

$5 00 per year
82 50 six moat h»

Exhibit Of Steamboat Paintings

Warren Lions
Committees Selected For the
Club’s Minstrel Show

Bi

EIGHT PAGES—5c COP?

EBOl

At the Wednesday night meeting
of the Warren Lions Club, an
nouncement was made ot the fol
lowing committee appoint ments
for the spring minstrel show, Paul
Dillaway is to be general chair
man. Howard Stetson, Earl Smith
»»
and Stanley Robinson will handle •
tickets; Harold Drewett and Chea
r‘.A . *■
ter Brooks, publicity; Charles Klgel, Leland Overlook and George
Rogers, staging.
Richard Butler Carl perry and
Erland Jura are the seating and
ushering committee. Miles Leach,
Chester Wallace and Arthur L
Perry, future booking*.
B. F. Podkowa. rehearsal direct
or; Merrill Payson and Fred Webel,
stage decorations: Donald Mank,
curtain and Vernal C. WaUace,
John VanBlareom and Gordon
Reed, programs.
The club voted to give a food
mixer to the school hot lunch pro
gram. A. T. Norwood and Sons col
laborated in the matter.
Stanley Robinson and George
Rogers received their membership
'hoto by Barde
pins.
As author and publisher of "Steamboat Lore,” a tale of steamboating on the Penobscot. John Richardson
Two new captains were named I is greatly interested in the new exhibit at the Farnsworth Museum, showing water colors and oil paintings
for the membership and attendance of old-time steamboats that plied these waters years ago. Here he is shown as the first visitor to the
contest ln tile Club. They were i exhibit, comparing the cuts appearing in his book with the pictures on display.
Harry Stred and Leland Overlook.!
boat., "Providence HI," was owned
A lobster supper was served the |
by the New England S. S. Company
membership and attendance con Distinguished
Artist Will Show Well and ran between New York and
test winning team, captained by B ;
Fall River, Mass., !n the winter and
F. Podkowa, by the losing team, I
Known Steamers At Farnsworth
New York and Providence, R. I., ln
captained by Alden Johnston.
the summer.
Harold Drewett showed sound
Museum Next Week
The Boston
and Yarmouth
movies for the program hour
steamer "Prince George,” was sold
in 1912 to the Eastern S. S. (Amer
An exhibition of Eastern Steam and ran between Boston and Port ican) Company. She was originally
ship and Fall River Line boats is land for 40 years. She was consid owned by the Rivy Company.
Girl
ered a fine sea boat, much above
The Maine S. S„ Company, New
now on display in the square Gal
average. At the time of the Confed York and Portland Line's “Horatio
lery
of
the
Farnsworth
Museum
Scouts
erate raid on Portland Harbor, the Rail," was sunk by collision with
where it will remain for the month
"Forest City,” was armed and as the “H F. Dimock" off Cape Cod
of February. The entire exhibition
Newsliies
is<-<,i: loan-fcom the Peabody Mu sisted in the capture of the raiders. in 1909. and tlie wreck whs after
The Boston and New York "out wards blown up.
seum of Salem (Mass.) Many
Girl Scout Troop No. 6 met Wed of these ships are familiar sights side" line express steamer, “Har
The "Cad Dominion” was owned
nesday afternoon in the Undercroft to Rockland and other coastal vard," Was sister ship to the "Yale," by tlie Old Dominion S. S. Company
She was sold in 1910 to run on the while the “H. F. Dimock.” “Herman
of St. Peters Episcopal Church with areas of Maine.
Pacific coast,
their leaders Mrs. Dorothy Bird,
j Winter," and the "General Whit
Includes:
the
The exhibition
Mrs Evangeline Sylvester and Mrs
The coast of Maine steamboat, ney” of the metropolitan line were
"City of Rockland,” "Camden,’
"Governor Dingley," was owned New York and Boston “outside”
Thelma SmaU. Rose Ann Small,
“Commonwealth,” Massachusetts”
the president, opened the meeting
originally by the Portland Steam |-Une freight steamers.
"Falmouth,”
“Nahant," "Forest
with a salute to the Flag and the
Packet Company and afterwards by
The artist, Antonio Nicolo GasCity," "Fulton,” "Herman Winter,”
the Eastern Steamship Corporation. | paro Jacobsen, was born in OopenGirl Scout promise. Deanna Allard,
"Prince George," "Horatio Hall,"
The Long Islahd Sound steam- i hagen in 1850 As a boy, he haunttreasurer, took tlie attendance and
“Governor Dingley.” "Providence
the dues and Harriet Ladd, secre
III", and the “Harvard."
tary, read the minutes of the last
The “Nahant," a Boston Harbor
meeting. At the business meeting it
was voted to have the w’hite rose steamboat, was owned by the Na
as their troop crest. They reported hant Steamboat Company. It ran
having excellent results with their between Boston and Nahant and
cookie sale. An invitation was ex was sold in 1884, to the Nantucket Had Two Top Level Treats In One Nighttended by Miss Ruth McBride to Steamboat Company and was re
Plans Being Made For Charter Night
attend a cooking class at the Cen named the "General Lincoln."
The "Massachusetts” of the East
tral Maine Power Co., Home Ser
vice Department on Thursday af ern Steamship Company was the
The Rockport Lions Club, 23
ternoon. FoUowlr.g the business first craft of her kind to enter Bos
meeting they adjourned to the ton Harbor. She ran on the Metro strong, enjoyed two treats on
Rockland Radio Station where they politan "outside" line between New Thursday night. First, the ladies
of Mt. Pleasant Grange put on a
were conducted through the station York and Boston.
The coast of Maine steamboat, chicken supper that the club will
and attended the Live Cowboy pro
gram and were reoognized on the ! "Falmouth." was originally built tell next year's Lions Cubs about
for the New England and Nova Sco and secondly Adin Hopkins pre
air.
tia S. S. Company to run between sented a talk on what the future
Wider the able coaching of Jack Portland and Halifax, N. S. In 1884, holds as far as Knox County high
Smith, the Sea Scout basketball while laying up ln Portland Har ways are concerned.
From his position with the State
team is shaping up well, with all bor she caught fire and was de
Highway Commission, in charge of
members showing' much interest stroyed.
The steamboat ''Commonwealth* this area, Mr. Hopkins knows
Dr. Page of Thomaston was guest
speaker Wednesday night and gave was owned by the Long Island whereof he speaks. Every man
Jack of his hearers were vitally In
an interesting talk on piloting, ex Sound, Fall River Line.
The “Camden” of the Eastern terested In the program. He ex
plaining and demonstrating the use
Steamboat Company ran between plained that the roughness of Rt.
of parallel rules.
Boston and Bangor via Rockland 17 from Blackington's Corner west
and other landings. The steel hull Is to be eliminated in the spring
was built in 1907 by the New-Eng with its final two-lnch hot top fin
ENJOY YOUR QUIET
land Ship Building Company. Bath. ish coating: that on the Immediate
The Eastern Steamboat Com agenda is the new top for Route 1
DINNER HOUR
pany's “City of Rockland" was to Hoboken School in Rockport;
Adin L. Hopkins
At the
built for the Boston and Bangor that Camden's long awaited by
line but in 1915, ran between Bos pass Is in the cards for the not too Farley and William Judkins. Visit
KNOX HOTEL
ton and Bath. In 1904, she ran distant future, Jumping from a spot ing Lion E. Stewart Orbeton of
THOMASTON
ashore and was nearly totally lost. on Washington street to pick up
Rockland Lions was given a rousing
Serving from 12 Noon to 3 P. M.
Also, the “Fulton,” which was Route 1 near Marion Village with
welcome.
first steam vessel to navigate some over-pass work and that a
Suppers from 5.30-7.30 the
waters of Long Island Sound, was new and sadly needed Rt. 17 will
Monday thru Friday
the last of the steamboats whose be built for the Mirror Lake17-lt construction was personally super Grassy Pond stretch.
Before buying any
A motion picture. "Inland Maine”
vised by Robert Fulton. She was
hearing aid, you owe it
also, the first steamboat to be con was presented by Guy Nicholas.
President
Hudson
anounced
that
to yourself to try
structed
with
a
round
bottom
like
a
ADMIRAL
ZENITH
plans were maturing for Charter
CAPEHART MOTOROLA ship
the 1953
The coast of Maine steamboat. Night ceremonle* for the Rockport
Lions
Club
and
Introduced
these
"Forest City,” was owned by the
•75
Portland Steam Packet Company guests: Herbert Alexander. Thomas
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CHARITY BALL

CARD PARTY

Benefit

At

HEART DRIVE FUND

Mt. Pleasant Granqe Hallf

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY
478 MADf ST.
ROCKLAND
“We Service Whet We SeU"
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WEST ROCKPORT
THURSDAY EVENING
FEB. 12
AT 7.30
Benefit of
ML Pleasant Grange
PRIZES
REFRESHMENTS
17-19

Hearing Aid
under our10-day
money-backGuarantee!
By mskers ot world-fi room
, Zenith television and radio seta

February 21
THORNDIKE HOTEL

17*8*30

43d Year For BSA
Anniversary Will Be Noted
By Scouts On Sunday In
Re-dedication Service
Commemorating the 43rd anni
versary of the Boy Scout* of
America, there will be a service of
re-dedlcation at the Rockland High
School auditorium on Sunday, at
3 o'clock.
Every Scout. Cub Scout and Ex
plorer, their families and everyone
interested ln Scouting is not only
invited, but urged to be present.
The program, framed in musical
numbers, prayers and patriotic sen
timent. will .be highlighted by the
act of re-dedlcation.
Cub Charles R. Montelth, Jr., will
lead the Cubs in their renewal of
pledge while Explorer Carol Fairweather leads the Scouts and Ex
plorers present ln a recital of the
Scout oath and laws.
The invocation will be offered by
Rev. George Goudreau. Sam Savitt
will read the 19th Psalm; Rev.
Merle S. Conant, at the piano, will
offer "My Country, 'tis of Thee.”
Cornet solos by Explorers Fred
Robinson and Benjamin Perry will
be added features.
Scout Executive Clinton Rose of
Portland, will deliver the address
of the day.
Benediction delivered by Rev.
Charles R. Montelth will close the
exercises.
ed the quays of the city, spending
his allowance hiring small boats to
go aboard the ships at anchor, so
that years afterward, he was im
mensely proud of the accuracy of
his painted ships, which any sea
man could scrutinize and find no
fault. He often said that he was
"not an artist but a painter of
floating property—ship's portraits."
He was a student of the Royal
Academy of Design but in 1871, he
fled to America to escape military
training. Soon after his arrival, he
was employed by the Marvin Safe
Company to decorate safe doors.
Through an official of the "Old
Dominion" line, he started his car
eer ln marine painting.
Several of his paintings hang in
the Museum of the Historical So
ciety in New York.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
FRIENDS
If all the sorrows of this weary
earth—
The pains and heartaches of hu
manity—
If all were gathered up and gives
me.
I still would have my share of
wealth and worth
Who have you. Friend of Old, to be
my cheer
Through life's uncertain for
tunes. year by year.
Thank God for friends, who dearer
grow as years increase;
Who, as possessions fail our
hopes and hands increase;
Become the boon supreme, that
gold and lands
More precious, Let all else. If
must be, cease;
But Lord of Life, I pray on me be
stow
The gift of friends, to shaa-e ths
way I go.
—Thomas Curtis Clark.

BOTTLED GAS
COOKS • HEATS • MAKES ICE

the Finest in
Gas Appliances
MAOIC CHIP RANMS
BRYANT WATER HIATIR

SERVIL REFRIGERATORS
RUUD WATIR HIATIRS

See Ut Today

j

(Bww ConSsttlse Dawoai
al nnrib tfSi «t

HUSTON-TUTTLE

Dancing from 9 te 12
REFRESHMENTS
Subscription—(3.M per coupls
Dress: Sami-formal

Volume 108, Number 17

BOOK CO.
u

408 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND!
lb

Albert E. MacPhail
ms main st.

no. ns

ROCKLAND, MB.
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All New England Will Stay
During Sportsman’s
Show
Boston’s Hotel Manger expects |
to play host to many New England
sports fans on Sunday. Feb. 8.
when the first basketball-hockey ;
"double-header" wiH be staged in '
the Boston Garden.
Manager Walter Henkel, of the I
Manger, has announced that the1
dining room will ofler numerous!
special dinners for the fans and the |
hotel’s bars and cocktail lounges I
will be available for relaxation be
tween the sport events.
The attraction which is expected
to lure thousands to the North End
sports palace will Include an aft
ernoon basketball game between
the Boston Celtics ahd the New
York Knickerbockers and an eve
ning hockey game between the
Bruins and the Detroit Red Wings
A special package round-trip
ticket between Concord. N. H..
Portland. Me., and way stations,
Including tickets to the games, has
been offered by the Boston Gar
den in cooperation with the Boston
and Maine Railroad.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

HEAL'S BOWLING TITLE CHALLENGERS

[EDITORIAL]
BOY SCOUT WEEK
Rockland will participate next week with the nation
wide observance of Boy Scout Week opening with cere
monies In many churches tomorrow ln which Boy Scouts will
appear in uniform. On Monday night an Eagle Scout award
will be made at a Court of Honor in the Congregational
Church when Scout Fred Varricchio will receive the high
honor. Throughout the week the boys will be constantly
on duty and help keep Scouting in the public mind.
Boy Scouting' is not new in Rockland but very well es
tablished over the years as one of the City's most valuable
organizations for the building of character and well being
of youth. It is high in favor at the present with seven active
troops, a Sea Scout Ship and several Cub Scout Dens.
Horatio Cowan Is Commissioner.

"groundhog" j 500 trout a day. so often caught
' around the first of open water flshday.
Most people anticipate it anxi ing in so-called small trout ponds
ously as the measuring stick of a ; like Forest Lake and several others
winter that is half gone, at least on in this area.
the calendar "Mangy ol' Wildcats!" j With all due respect for the suitTHE HEART DRIVE OPENS
as Koob Eton would say. “what a i ability of water for trout welfare.
Concern for the human heart is not a modern develop
mormn.” Clear as a 'bell and four I still claim the planting of brook
ment, interestingly enough. Thr earliest physician of whom
! trout in the larger waters not readbelow zero at 5.30 a. m.
any record survives—an Egyptian named Imhotep—recog
Late yesterday I looked across j ily accessable to bank fishermen
nized some 5000 years ago that the heart is the center of a
the fields up the ’Weskeag river and is more conservative than screendistribution system serving every member of the body. Tire
onto the mountains and conditions ing them into small waters and
Chinese arrived at some understanding of the heart and
would hardly indicate it was mid . have a fisherman dunking a "gob”
IS 1
blood vessels before 1000 B. C. And tlie Greeks, during their
| of worms at them from every foot
winter.
golden age, added a good deal to heart knowledge, and a
We have passed through the past hold on the bank.
little to misunderstanding, as well. The Romans first be
six weeks with only a token gesture
The four trout I saw taken
came aware of heart disease through the writings of Seneca,
here and there that the winter sea through the ice at Alfords Sunday
who described the heart attacks which eventually led to his
death. And the ancient Israelites wrote about the heart in
son is even upon us. But I will ad Feb. 1 were poor specimens mostly
the Old Testament. We read in the Book of Proverbs an
mit there was a definite bite to the head and tail.
Photo by Claes
admonishment which even today we can take to heart:
wind, a rapid rising of the barom
That one Floyd Oushee had up
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Heal roll ’em down the alleys, on their way
toward establishing themselves as an outstanding man and wife team
“Above all, guard thy heart: for out of it are the well
eter, and a bustling activity among along side his boat last June was
Heart Drive
in state howling circles.
springs of life.”
the dooryard birds that indicated estimated to go a good four pounds.
In recent years, we have learned a great deal about
our long spell of unusual weather
I still feel confident that Alfords Is Endorsed Officially By
Virginia and Wally Heal, popular state champion, and has successdiseases of the heart and circulation. Our doctors are
might be in for an abrupt change. can sup(»rt trout. Time alone will
bowlers
at the Lucky Strike Alleys, fully defended it six times. In a
Maine’s American Le
equipped with new techniques in diagnosis, treatment, care,
This morning I am sure of It.
teU.
I
Camden,
have recently added their recent match with Johnnie Jenkins
gion
• • • •
prevention, heart surgery, and rehabilitation.
What kind of a “run-around” are
of Thomaston, he rolled 1093. Two
, names to the list of challengers years ago he tied the alley record
But this fact still remains: medical science has still not
we getting from this groundhog
Ran into a reader of this column
The executive committee of tho
i for the State title.
specifically determined the causes of the three diseases which
anyway?
at Thomaston of 1126. His highest
the other day who was quite Irate American Legion, Department of
I
account for about 90 percent of all heart disease—high blood
Virginia holds high average in rolling on outside alleys this past
Our universal calendar makes no because I had stated that both man Maine, this week asked all Legion
pressure, rheumatic heart disease, and coronary heart disease.
j the Ladies' League having bowled winter was 549 at Bangor.
v allowance for his appearance on and nature were badly in need of Posts in the State to co-overate
Research, education, community service—these are the
: €0 strings for an average of 91.47
Wally works ln the office of the
this day being ln the least effected snow this winter.
with the 1953 Heart Fund Drive,
principal functions of your Heart Association, which de
| held by Margaret Colwell, ot 521 Knox Woolen Co and has a large
by the part of our country ln which
"Just give me one good reason Feb. 1 through Feb. 28.
pends on the public for the money it needs for its important
She recently tied the alley record, following of fans. Hls eo-workhe lives.
why," he demanded.
In presenting a resolution en
work. It asks for those funds now—during the month of
i for five strings.
I res would like to have seen him
A Virginia
groundhog could
This man was a city dweller with i dorsing the drive, the committee
February. We can well heed the Book of Proverbs and
In the Tri-County League, she bowl in the recent World Chatnemerge from his burrow and peer a white collar job and for 25 years stressed the fact that the first ma
support this vital cause with all our hearts.
I has an average of 92 for 50 strings pion Candlepin match but strangearound for his shadow with sweat has driven a car and never wore jor donation to the American Hear*
! 35 strings bowled on her home al- ly enough, Camden was not notiupon his brow from the exertion of protective footwear and heavier Association was a grant of {50,000
i leys. the other 25 on outside alleys fled in advance, of this match.
just clearing off the doorstep of than dress rubbers.
MAINE VIEWS WITH APPROVAL
from the American Legion.
last year, she broke the alley recManager Tom Aylward Is trying
his home.
“Well,” says I, "you get your
Maine is vitally interested in the Republican planned
Frederick O’Connell, a former
| ord at Boothbay Harbor, with a to arrange an exhibition match
But his cousin up here in Maine drinking water from Mirror Lake. State Commander of the Legion, is
reorganization of the Senate Committees because it will give
J 136 single.
with Westbrook's star bowler, Herb.
today is going to have icicles on Ms If we don’t get a heavy run-off this this year’s Maine Heart Associa
this state a break. The new plan will add two members to
chin whiskers before he even takes spring and happen to get into an tion chairman.
Wally holds high average at the McBr:de.
each of the 10 major committees and cut down by two the
! Lucky Strike of 104: at the Y M
The Heals have one son Donald.
a reading on his shadow and if, he other dry summer, you're likely to ! The Resolution: "Whereas, the
membership of five less important committees.
C. A. with 102. and has an average age five, who is an ardent bowling
gets a glimpse of the thermometer be drinking out of Chickawaukie American Legion has always been
This looks good to Maine because it would give our junior
' in the Eastern Maine League of 102 fan. who may. someday be a champ
he’ll be scuttling back to his warm before another fall.”
Senator at least one major assignment now Instead of forcing
active in and supported the Heart
for 75 strings. He shares the high in his own right.
unimportant duties on him and all other freshman Senators
bed in ‘‘hot-rod’’ style, without
Despite considerable recent wet Campaign in Maine, and, whereas,
I three-string total, in the Speed
Two other Lucky Strike towlers.
for the first two years. In the old order ability of a high
even sniffing in the direction of weather the water level in the the Heart Campaign is a worth
i League, with Jenkins. 362.
Keith Richards and Roy Hobbs.
order availed nothing toward securing an early appointment
last summer's clover patch.
ground is low. Even far into this while community program worthy
He took the Knox County cham- arc also on the list of challengers
Let's not get depressed because fall and early winter the conditions of every effort on behalf of the
to a “good” committee.
pionship from Roy Hobbs, former of the Slate championshpi
the groundhogs of our area could of country w-ells and home owned I American Legion: Now therefore be
have seen Ms shadow today. The water supplies were serious in some it resolved by this executive com
A NEW ERA HAS OPENED
fGrange was held Thursday at
best of groundhog tradition has of areas and right now surface frost mittee of the American Legion, -De
Within the span of a few historic moments, shortly
Orange Q-Orner
Glen cove and was called to order
ten provided “six weeks sledding in in the ground is by-passing water partment of Maine, assembled ln
after noon on Jan. 20. Dwight David Eisenhower became
March,” after giving us to believe sorely needed.
(Continued
trom
Page
Five)
by Past Master- Norman Crockett
Waterville, that we heartily endorse
President of the United States, the avowed disciple of a newan overcast Feb. 2 was an omen of
No snow means that spring rains the Heart Campaign Drive to be
following the meeting of Jan. 20
An open session was declared and
national unity, and the man to whom the free half of a
early spring. I call the ’’critter” an will be the only way of replenishing held in Maine during February,
a birthday celebration cf birthday
Master Carroll M. W'xson,
divided world looks for leadership in its struggle for sur
imposter and I'll bet a cookie there this ground water storage. Rains 1953 and recommend that every
cake and ice cream was given by'. Lecturer presented the following
vival and ultimate peace.
Matron Mrs Charlotte Lenmond j Pr°2ranl 011 Lincolns Birthday
isn't one ln a hundred that has seldom last more than a few days Post of the American Legion in
After reviewing a five-hour parade, sticking by his post
even turned over in his bed around and the bulk of it drains into water Maine participate in that drive.
1 and sister Mrs. Marjorie Ladd in' George Gray sang and played
till ftie last marcher had passed, long after darkness had
courses and runs off quickly. Snow
the Knox countryside today.
: honor of Mrs. Lermond's daughter
own accompaniment on his gulsettled over Washington: after his first, quick meal in the
• • • •
melts slowly and draws the frost
! Norma and Mrs. Ladd's niece, on *ar' Montana Horae.
White
House
(served
on
a
tray);
after
attending
the
two
To Teach Abroad
Early February ice fishermen and the resulting wet penetrates in
' her loth birthday.
Arthur Clements played an acInaugural balls; President Elsenhower was at his desk at 8
shouldn’t get the "blues" at the size to the ground.
next morning to begin hls first full day at the biggest job
4eom Grange
cordion solo followed b.v Lincoln’s
and condition of trout caught at
If you took a look at some of our Elementary Instruction Is
The First and Second Degrees' Poen’s by Mrs. Crockett; Sayings of
in the world.
Alford Lake on opening day or even most reliable brooks and streams
Wanted For Children Of
In spite of the weeks of earnest, effective planning and
werc conferred on four candidates L,ncoln b? Mrs' clari a,ld Plan°
up to Ice-out.
last fall you'd see a result of these
organizing at his New York headquarters, and the Washing
last Wednesday evening.
sol° * Lorraine Dow.
Americans Overseas
These fish have only been out of conditions.
Maple-Juice, Oyster
ton meetings with President Truman and his out-going de
The program consisted of a mock ! Worthy Lecturer Geraldine Dow
The
Boston
University
Placement
the feeding tanks at Palermo River, Fuller Brook, even Georges
partment heads, the official family is even now incomplete
wedding.
I o! Megunticook Grange announced
around 15 weeks, where they were River were daily becoming visibly Service is the only university of
and there are still breakers ahead. But there is no dismay
Last Monday night, the Ladies1 that next Wednesday at Meguntihand fed on liver and cereal since lower from an already below nor fice in New England which will in- ’
in the heart of the man who hnd prayed the day before
degrec team went to Weymouth i c°°k Grange there would be a Valthey were impounded there as fry mal cordltion 'by contributing to a terview candidates for 500 overseas
for “the power to discern clearly right from wrong, and allow
Grange
to confer the third and j entine dance.
teaching positions ln Germany,
scarcely as long as your little fin dried out ground level.
all our words and actions to be governed thereby, and by the
Fourth Degrees.
”
Vocal solo. Carl Gray, aecomFrance,
Austria.
Trieste,
Japan
and
ger.
The shores of Mirror, Megunti
laws of this land.” There is no room for misgivings in the
There will be a card party Mon-I panied by Lorraine Dow. Guitar
These ’’tame” trout were released cook, Alfords and a dozen of the Okinawa, according to Prof. Nor- |
mind of a leader who had humbly and devoutly asked: “May
day evening sponsored by the tolo by George Gray. Nature's Phoin Alford Lake at a time when de larger bodies of water over the man H. Abbott, director. American
co-operation be permitted and be the mutual aim of those
Grange. There will also be a social tograph of Abraham Lincoln by
elementary
and
secondary
schools
who, under the concepts of our Constitution, hold to differing
cent natural feed waa declinlhg countryside were dry and parched
Sister Berla L. Wixson and accor
Wednesday night.
rapidly with tlie coming on of win Some municipal water supplies over are maintained in these areas for
political faiths; so that all may work for the good of our
dion solo by Arthur Clements.
children
of
U.
S.
personnel
sta

Meenahga
Grange
ter and even though lt has been New England actually ceased to
beloved country and Thy glory. Amen.”
Vocal duet by Jeannette Cum
tioned overseas.
Meenahga Grange met in regular
an open winter, aquatic organizm function.
mings and Russell Wixson. Closing
On
Saturday,
Feb.
21,
and
Mon

session
on
Monday
night,
with
Mas

suitable for the feed of growing
Man needs water to live but no
poem ‘■FebruarJ•’ by Sister Gerald
ter Alton Winchebaugh ‘In the
trout ceases to be active at around more so than nature. Dried out day Feb. 23. from 9 a. m„ to 5 p.
ine Dow.
chair. Edna Staples was in charge
freezing.
brook beds and stagnant pools m„ teachers throughout the New
Th? next meeting will be Feb. 19
England
ares
may
visit
the
office
ot
the
program
Alton
Winchen

Naturajiy these trout are hungry means that billions of organisms
at Which the Grange orchestra will
baugh and Leonard Bidwell re
and will snap at any bait that which hold the chain of aquatic 1 at 308 Bay State Road, for infor
be our guests
would appease their appetite.
life together have perished. In spite mation and Interviews with repre Camden-Rockport Tilt Changed To 17th; ceived prizes for the best tali sto
ries about hard Maine winters.
But give them one full year to of their fabulous numbers they are sentatives of the Overseas Affairs
Record For Crimson Tide Set At 67
Mertie Booth, Nellie Shorey and
acquaint themselves with the lake slow to return to normal, the prop Division. Office of Civilian Per
Leonard Bidwell were appointed as
and become somewhat wild and self er rotation of return being most sonnel, Office, Secretary of the
County Agent's
Undefeated Games Since 48-49
a juvenile committee.
providing and they won't be caught essential to the continued welfare Army, The salary is $4205 per year
plus free transportation and living
Dora Sukeforth was reported ill.
Corner
of all.
so easily.
Next Monday night there will be
Snow, lots of it, cannot bring wa quarters, and assignment la for two
Not many of these released in
night's game with Appleton. This a regular meeting followed by a
B.v Bob Mayo
I860 and 1951 have been reported ter conditions back to normal ln a years.
There has been some Interest evi
As the result of some research game will be played Tuesday in public card party beginning at 6.30
caught this winter.
single winter. Spring rains may' Professor Abbot said that the big
benefit of the March of Dimes. denced in the use of foliage treat
That ice-fishermen would catch cause flood conditions on the sur gest demand was for elementary done belatedly at Camden, it ap place of the Camden game.
ment with soluble fertilizers. It
recently released trout in Alfords face, but it will take a long time to i grade teachers, but secondary po pears that the Crimson Tide's
A win for the Appleton girls There will be refreshments
Mrs. Elsie Mank has left for Mi might be well to discuss some points
was to be expected. Most of the get ground water storage back to sitions were open also. Require record of consecutive games with would give them the league flag,
fishermen comprising the commit normal for the ultimate welfare of i ments are a bachelor’s degree with out a defeat is somewhat reduced. while if the Beaver girls win, the ami Fla., where she will pass sev in regard to them for your consid
eration.
18 semester hours credit in educa A talk Thursday with Athletic Di race will end In a three way tie eral weeks
tee responsible for trout, being re man and nature.
• • • •
tion .ourses, at least two years pub rector Dool Dailey reveals that the with Union, the other team con
Mrs. Arietta Flagg was hostess
Most of this information is In
leased there were hoping for the
Next meeting of the Knox County lic school teaching in the grades or score books for some of the years cerned. The Rockport boys also to the Mending Club Thursday regards to potatoes, but there is
day when it would be possible to
good reason to believe that It will
catch two and three pound trout Fish and Game Association is subject matter for which yon ap concerned are missing. However, have to win this one to hold onto evening
Mrs. Nellie bohen who has been generally apply to other crops.
on a flyrod.
scheduled to be held on Thursday ply. and possession of a state i by looking back through the files their tie with Union for the flag.
in Florida for two months has re
Maybe a hundred or so of these evening Feb 19. Delay in arrange teaching certificate. The minimum of the Megunticook. which is the
Th? important points tc me
A Step Forward
turned home.
hand raised fish will be caught this ments for a meeting place may re age :s 25 and maximum for women. school magazine, it was found that
would be, first the actual amount
The news that the Rockland
Penobscot View Grange
winter. Quite conservative from the sult in postponement to Feb. 26. 45 and for men 55. All candidates instead of 74 wins including three School District had appointed a
of plant food applied and the coat
basis oi ‘‘Put and Take” stocking so Final proposals of the January must be currently teaching public ties as generally supposed, the five, man committee to help them
A meeting of Penobscot View per pound of actual plant food. Ev
widely adopted In Maine. The sur meeting were to have the coming school, or if not. attending school I record now stands at 67 wins In- in planning and carrying out the
idence brought to my attention
vivors will grow and furnish the supper and get together in Wash to further their academic back ; eluding two ties.
building of the proposed new ath that the new field may be ade would indicate that the amount of
“sport fishing” so desired by open ington. Me . a locality of the county ground. Families of teachers se
This means that the Camden letic plant at the South End was quately seeded and put ln shape for plant nutrients being used by spray
water fishermen.
not too actively serviced by the as lected for assignment to Europe are girls will have to wait another year welcomed by all interested in Rock another year, which would not be ing these soluablc complete fertil
permitted to follow the employee for a shot at the state record which land athletics. This group, which possible If it were to be played on izers on the foliage is very small, at
One hundred winter caught trout sociation over recent years.
is the 76 of New Gloucester. This could hardly be improved upon, wifi this year.
A meeting in WasMngton should I at a later date.
from Alford Lake will take a load
least too small to do much good.
is official and has been confirmed guarantee that things will go as
The gym, the floor dimensions of Compared with other fertilizers, the
off the salmon and does not repre be on the annual calling list, for the
sent the outlay of State Hatchery area contains many sportsmen and been most reassuring, ln spite of by New Gloucester. One tie was they should. The School District which will be 42 by 70. will take cost of some of these soluble fer
funds occasioned by an estimate of offers much of its area as ideal lo- j the increase of annual dues to $5 , Included in this stretch. The last deserves a nod for being willing to , the pressure off the Community tilizers would run between 1500 and
per annum.
time the Camden girls lost. Inci ask aid from the new group.
Building and tlie higli school gym
caltty for hunting and fishing
On February 1 the records show dentally. was to Union in the
The association currently holds
Casper Ciaravino has had wide and allow much wider and easier
ten-supper meetings a year scat- , that for the month of January season of ’48-’49. This game had experience as a teacher and coach; : participation in sports by the ;
FOR SALE
tered quite generally over the coun there was a 70 per cent increase in been previously overlodced in add John Chisholm and Oliver Holden. grade school population of the city
?
MAIN STREET
'
Altogether, it looks like a good
Sr., have always been deeply interGOOD CLEAN USED CARS ty. It is expected this custom will new members and 40 per cent in ing up the girls', wins.
Camden Schedule Changed
| ested ln sports, especially baseball deal all around, beneficial to the
not be entirely abandoned even crease in renewals as compared to
RETAIL BUSINESS
e
Camden has also announced a while Charlie Wotton has had un entire community.
with the opening of the new asso January of 1952.
{Excellent reputation and makings
change in their schedule. The paralleled experience in all branches [
ciation club house. Full details of
’money. Reasonable price. The!
Rockport at Camden game, which of sports.
The fifth member,
the coming February meeting will
i owner wants out because of*
had been scheduled for next Tues Johnny Karl, will well represent
appear ln this paper and also be
ARTESIAN WELLS
'physical reasons.
Exceptional J
CLAYT BITLER
day night, will be played on the the younger age group and is a
announced over WRKD
OeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
{opportunity. See
LEWIS HERBERT A 8011
•• • •
17th instead. This has been done conscientious and knowledgable Wants to See YOU About
si-ii RAinrar
DRILLERS SHVCR IMS
Membership in the Knox Oounty
because of an outbreak of illness person.
F. H. WOOD
TELEVISION
B00KLAJTD
COURT HOUSE
Fish and Game Association since It,
on the Rockport squad which re
It Is presently planned to use th*
I'
atxfulred Its own ehJb house has *
sulted in the postponement of last present football field this fall so
February

2.

IHE SCHOOLBOY SPORTS WHIRL

WE WILL BUY

MILLER’S
GARAGE

mt

■

Bowling Battles

City Men’s League Present
Busy Second Half
Listing
Tlie City Men’s League schedule
is herewith presented for the en
suing weeks.
Feb. 10. Birdseye-Shell; Eastern
Tire-Gulf. Van Baalen-Elks; Maine
Central-40&8 Feb. 13: Odd FeUows-Water Co.; Legion-Independ
ents.
Feb. 17: Maine Central-Shell;
Odd Fellows-Elks. Feb. 19: Birds
eye-Eastern Tire; Van BaalenGulf. Feb. 20: Independents-Watei
Go.; Legion-40&8
Feb. 24: Elks-Water Co.; Independents-40&8. Feb. 26: Gulf-Odd
Fellows; Legion-Shell. Feb. 27: Van
Baalen-Birdseye; Maine CentralEastern Tire.
March 3: Odd Fellows-Birdseye;
Maine Central-Van Baalen. March
5: Independents-Elks; Shell-4O&8
March 6: Legion-Eastern Tire; Wa
ter Co.-Gulf.
March 10: Elks-Gulf; Independenits-Shell. March 12: 40&8-Eastern
Tire; Water Co.-Birdseye. March
13: Legion-Van Baalen; Odd Fellows-Maine Central.
March 17: Water Co.-Maine Cen
tral; Legion-Odd Fellows. March
19; 40&8-Van Baalen; BirdseyeElfcs. March 20: Shell-Eastern Tire;
Indenendcnts-Culf.
March 24: Water Co.-Leglon: 40
&8-Odd Fellows. March 26: Independents-Eastem
Tire;
OulfBlrdsiye. March 27: Maine CentralElks; Van Baalen-Shells.
March 31: 40&8-Water Co.; ElksLegion. April 2: Shells-Odd Fel
lows; Maine Central-Gulf. April 3:
Independents-BIrdseye; Van Baalen-Eastern Tire.
April 7: Maine Central-Birdseye;
Independents-Van Baalen. April 9:
Gulf-Legion;
Eastern Tire-Odd
Fellows. April 10:
Euks-4O&8;
Shelis-Water Co.
April 14: Gulf-40&8; 8hells-Elks
April 18: Van Baalen-Odd Fellows:
Indopendents-Matne Central. April
17: Eastern Tire-Water Co; Birdseye-Legion.

$700 per ton.
In other words, before wc buy any
fertilizer w? must know how much
actual plant food we want to apply
to our crop to grow the crop and
keep the soil fertility level u.p, and
in son; cases, improve the soil fer
tility level.
Then, still for any fertilizer, we
should figflre the cost per pound of
actual plant food. And then we
have to figure the practicability ln
each case ol using different types
of fertilizer.
One of the points suggested in
using these soluble fertilizers was
the loss of nitrogen through leach
ing with excessively heavy spring
rains. Nitrogen is the only plant
food liable to leach to any great
extent, and as most Maine soils are
not sandy, they do not leach as
•badly as in other areas. Part of our
trouble last year was not leaching,
but the lack of rainfall in the sum
mer.
Potato growers might find urea
a good fertilizer to use as a foliage
treatment. Directions upon request
On sandy soils, or where the crop
shows a definite nitrogen efficiency
Urea would help, though this
would probably vary between crops
On the other hand, it should be
noted that some crops are definitely
helped by using foliage sprays Ni
trogen is used in apple orchards
tills way, eome so called trace ele
ments arc applied to orchards in
this way—all with good results.
Just take a good look before you
leap.
Sincerely,
Oil Jaeger, County Agent
Neither political party seems to
have acquired the ability to pass
the gravy without spilling lt.
Read The Courier-Gazette

MARITIME tf
Fuelkidi
don't let the chills
RUN UP VOUR SPINE,

OUR GOOD OIL HEATS'
A HOME

JUST
FINE

Keep

“old-man” winter on

the run ... do it with our
reliable Fuel Oil.
Regular
deliveries make sure your

supply never runs down.

©MARITIME
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DtGREtROCKLAND
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Here’s* Where He Got His Start

TALK OF THE TOWN

Page Three

THE REEDS ENTERTAIN T. Y. PHOON
___________________

~

Coming Events
1 Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. AU
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, canriot be accepted The decision of
the editor ls final.]
Peb 5-8 — Bates College Winter
Carnival.
__
lation at Masonic Temple
fcPeb. 13—Rubinstein Club at Farnsworth Museum.
itleby^meet0^ 7.30.
Odd Fellows Hall
Peb 18—Special meeting Canton
Lafayette No. 18. 7.30. Odd PelFeb"*18—Nursing Career Day at
Knox Hospital
Peb. 20—Educational Club meets at
the Farnsworth Museum at 3
Peb m20- Methebesec Club will

TO TIIE KALLOCH CLASS
First Baptist Church,
Rockland, Maine

j I live in a house, on a hill-top high
, Where scores ol cars go streaming

And There Was Plenty Going On During IV#* route on, to the vlUag€*

The first meeting of Lime City
Lodge I AM ln January' saw the new
officers In
charge: President,
George Holden; vice president, Arth
McLennon reeordine ^re
tnur MCLennon' recording secretar>'- Alfred Butler; treasurer. Har
rison Dow: financial secretary, Onel
Littlefield: trustees, Neil Douglas,
Sherman Ames and Silas Dodge;
conductor. Harry Wright; sentinel.

That Unforgettable Night
When a typical “northeaster"
sweeps down on Rockland and the
snow whirls past the windows of
my igloo in the Spear Apartments
and blots out my view of the bay.
there is, sometimes, a note in the
wail of the wind which gathers
strength and strikes a chord I have
heard before.”Then ItV‘that“the

Chester Grant. Relationship with
Bicknell Mfg. Co., where members I
are employed are good. This Lodge
“ int€rested
Projects. It j
voted to send its yearly donation to
the March of Dimes as it has done
in the past years also tc support the
Heart Dnve’ which U sent t0 the
Grand Lodge. It has a Christmas
fund for the children of the shop
district which is subscribed to by
the niembers * local 1436 Machin-

about the room.
The transients looked excited
and nervous, the permanant resi
dents looked resigned or just
sleepy, depending on the length of
their stay in a place where such
things could happen. As we joined
lhem lht
doubl€ doora oI the

So try and stop when you come
thia way.
The house is brown and the top is
red;
A two-story house with a very'
small shed
We have cats and dogs, turkeys
and hens:
The latter shut up close in their
pens.
There’s a dear little brook goes
running bv
i ^i/’hirt,
’h*n

present dissolves into the past, the building blew open with a crash We haveacre#
land and #
whirling snow becomes a pouring Bnd
required the combined
dcn. too.
rain: black clouds replace the snow muscle of a dozen of us to get them Ar.d always will have a welcome
for you.
•
flakes; the eerie wailing in the c^05ed again, hereafter we, too.
When
summer
comes
and the sun
air drops down the scale to be- curled JP
highest seats we
shines bright,
come an ominous roar which never rould Arid where we shivered and
Just get in your ear and take a
ceases, and it is no longer cold, but waited for what might come next
flight.
hot and sticky.
while the yellow water climbed up We will welcome you with oper.
arms
Otis Lewis is a born showman with a strong flair for both the dramatic and high comedy. Manv
Out where the Rockland break- our chair legs and one woman had
meet at Farnsworth Museum at;151 Lodge.
And show vou all of our little farm
have wondered about the development of that gift. Here the secret is out. He is shown above as the water should be. another break a cramp.
2.30 p. m.
-------assistant to 1‘rof. Foudray. Rockland's P T Barnum of the entertainment world, standing at the entrance to
We were still there, cold and wet Somc’imes I fee! sad and any eyes
water stretches its long finger into
Peb 27—(Rilbinstein Club Guest
The editor-publisher of Tiie Cou- the first local movie house along about 1909.
fill with tears.
Evening at Universalist Church.
n’ «_ . •
. . , ,
the
bay.
Huge
waves
breaking
over
i
and
hungry, when the dawn came.
Dreamland was a seventh wonder at the time with gas from an acetylene bellows arrangement on
March 3—Community Concert at ' ™r-Oazette is in receipt of a letter
When 1 think of my life of former
which
a
boy
had
to
sit
to
provide
pressure
giving
the
light
for
the
flickering
pictures.
The
building
stood
it
shows
a
long
white
line
under
We
knew
nothing
of
what
might
years.
Camden Opera House, Carol f‘°m Joseph A. P. Flynn, director of
north ofStrandTheatre
with Mrs.Hanley’s JiiningRoom upstairs
and EliasNassar's shoestore next
the darkening sky. and over bevond have happened to buildings of les- But I know God is with me
Glenn, violinist, guest artist
I State Pire Prevention, in which he just
south. II was destroyed in the big Willoughby Block fire though hv that time Dreamland had moved‘ ‘
to flies a white flag with a black ser strength in our neighborhood
where’er I may be,
March 4—Canton Lafayette No_18 is informed that his promised re- Oak street and its quarters were occupied by the late Charles H. Morey and Harry P. Chase.
to entertain Battalion at Odd
.
u
square on it; the signand warn- ; but we did know by that time, the And that he will bless and comfort
Fellows Hall
11’0rt on the fire of Dec- 12 has
me
I mg of an approaching
typhoon. reason for the flood inside, this.
F March 6~-Methebesec Club meets been neglected. Mid-year exams at
William Lufkin, veteran printer.:
Drought
Cut
Buds
»
4
Pmthat
day.
many
the
manager
told
us
in
cheerful
1
^y to be cheerful, happy and
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori the University of Maine have oc proprietor of the Caslan Press and i
Soil Conservation
1 years ago. when the San Felipe tones, was because the hotel roof And e^y ai, Ule Weasings tha.
um at 230 p. m.
casioned another delay of approx prime favorite of The Courier-Ga- j
March 10—Bowdoin MeddiebempBy Roy Gross, Soil Conserva
DrV Weather Of ’52 Blamed doelced at Manilla after a ch°ppy !lad S°he, He further announced
come my wav
sters, Rockland High School Au imately one week before they will zette staff for many years, is tak-’
tion Service, Waldoboro.
Now goodbye my dear friends, so
ditorium, 8 p. m.
complete their investigation of cer ing an enforced rest at Knox Hos- '
For What May Be Lessened : trip
across
the
bBy
’
1
unfolded
I
that
«
wc
would
a11
come
out
ln
what
|
sood and true,
the rain coat and souwester I car- the kitchen he would see
March 12—Showing of "Mr. Texas” tain aspects of the Rockland fire, pital. It is the first vacation taken
, .
,
I send lots of love, especially to
The Knox-Lincoln Soil ConserBlueberry
Crop
In
’
53
»’ ’’’irst Baptist Church.
ried
in
a
bag
slung
from
a
belt,
could
be
done
to
rustle
up
some
>
j.
ou
j
and upon receipt of this report by Mr. Lufkin within the memory
March 18—Style Show at the Le
i vation District supervisors held
and prepared for the short trip to ham and eggs—provided, of course, [
Mrv. Leila Benner,
Flynn
will
contact
this
newspaper.
Maine blueberry growers, as well I
of mar., and he don't like it a bit.
gion Home. Benefit Hyde Home
[ Gray, Maine.
He also stated that beginning Feb. It is expected he will be up and their regular meeting at the resi as Experiment Station workers, our apartment on the seventh floor the range would work.
for Crippled Children
What followed was almost a
- ■ ■
a
March 20—Methebesec Club meets 9, he and his staff will start a com about in a few weeks.
dence of George Birkett in Noble have observed that the very dry- of the new Bay View hotel. I was
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori plete inspection of the City of
boro. Jan. 20. All supervisors were weather during the past summer not disturbed by the booming in stampede, and never did hot cof- when the wearer is bent over he
um at 2.30 p. m.
the sky nor by the crews of Filo- fee taste better than the cup I looks like a long legged beetle,
The Rockland police are not too present and the district technician. reduced the number of blueberry
March 27—Tyler School P.T.A Rockland.
pino and Chinese fishermen pulling drank sitting on top of a kitchen They took over their job of cleanThe
annual
report
of
the
district
Pair.
fruit buds which will produce
sure whether it was wanderlust or
in their boats along the shore. It table under a ceiling dripping with ing up with an indifference and
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at
Supervising Inspector Moors and spring fever that caused young ts to be prepared at once, a copy of Maine’s 1953 blueberry crop.
was just another typhoon, and I water while the skies grew lighter skill born of long experience in
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium a group of associate inspectors from 1 Tony Delmonico to stray from his ' whicn will probably appear in the
It's too early now to estimate
at 230 p. m.
had been through typhoons before. outside, and guests, waiters, cooks lighting the weather, and what
the
office
of
the
State
fire
inspec!
home
at.
8
State
street.
Thursday
\
local
P
a
P
ers
.
with certainty what the size of the
April 30—Community Concert at
I showered and changed to the and bell boys all ate together in the they did was marvelous
Community Building. De Paur tion service will make a thorough j morning. According to reports made f 17ie need for a movie film of soil Maine blueberry crop will be in 1953
i had thought those acacia rees
o Infantry Chorus
inspection of the buildings in the I at the police station, the young; conservation activities in the dis- said Dr. Lathrop of the University. I mounting music of the organ in the gay relief and comradship escape
“June 12. 13. 14--BPW Convention
from threatened disaster always i a total
Nothing of the sort.
city, beginning Monday, Feb. 9.
! man had a wonderful time, made. tr*c^
very’ much in evidence.
The production of a good crop of}
at Samoset Hotel.
(Those brown skinned bareiooted
family for dinner. As usual, the brings.
I
Many
soil
conservation
films
are
I
all
the
dime
stores
on
Main
street
blueberries
depends
upon
a
large
;
June 19-20-21 — American Leg'on
It was a diffe^pnt world we uttle Filipinos, armed with poles,
Convention in Rocklar.d
Rockland has a man who is pos- 1 engaged in conversation with in- avai‘at,le but none that have been number of factors which may infill leader of the orchestra, who was
found when we got those big front ropes and saws, went after them
Julv 31-Aug. 1-2—Maine Seafoods sibly the national champion in the terested and interesting passers-by taken locally. Ray Thurston, chair ence the growth and yield of the | ever .on the.,00k°“t 5“
Festival, Rockland
Cofiee Drinker's Contest which is and enjoyed his outing to the ut man of the supervisors, plans to plants from early spring until the or two.swung into the Maine Stein I doors open again, and went out- i^e aswarm of bees. The trees had
song as we entered thedining
; side to view the damage. The rain blown down, so what? so they set
delve into the possibilities of hav crop is harvested.
The Knox County Council, Amer now raging. He is Tony the Greek, most, until apprehended by rela
_ ,
.
f f - ir h ri f
room and we marched down the • had subsided lo a mere drizzle them up again. They sawed off
ing
such
a
film
made.
sometimes
called
Tony
Cokinis.
He
tives on Main street, at 1.45 p. m.,
ican Legion, will meet in Thomas
.,t j,j h-i
,*
l
id
d
a*s'e and sat down a^ our 'able bi- compared with what lt had been some of the larger branches, tipped
Tiie need for a local demor.straton at the Legion Hall on Tues has been drinking coffee since he hungry and tired, but not in the
°
G „...
different to the rattling blinds on and the sun was trying to bore its Up the trees so that they stood on
tion area where many practices are Lathi
was
five
years
old
and
has
really
least
distressed.
Tony
is
3
1-2
years
day Peb. 13. Supper and movies on
| established was discussed. Such an fOr Maine bluebwj-growero ro’pro- ,be wlndows and the boom of Ule way tWoU8h the c^udsJh‘ch
their own ro«,s Wfa. tramped
New York National Convention will hit his stride, 20 cups a day for 30 I old.
years past. He figures his total at j
_____
area would serve to demonstrate ' tect the blueberry plants from in- surf on the beach outside. I was looked ominous. The waves still down the ground a little—and forbe tiijoyed. All Legionnaires and
hungry after a day's work in Ca smashed the beach and every street gOt it. a month or so later those
a modes'. 219,000 cups of coffee and Past Exalted Rulers Night will what intensive soil conservation ' jury by insects pests and diseases
their wives are invited.
vite. and even the bright green | was a river. A big sailing schooner acacias were apparently as hardy
is still going strong.
| be observed Tuesday at Rockland work would accomplish and also | this spring and summer.
bananas and cocoanut milk which rested on its side on the hotel lawn, a6 ever -or
lde way of the
Lodge of Elks A turkey. supper at serve as somewhat of a show-place
A short crop of fruit buds, may be was a specialty of the hotel, tast- i its bowsprit only a few yards from , tropics.
The Rockland Eastern Division
630
o
’
clock
will
be
followed
oy
the
'
or
visitors
and
others.
BORN
expected to produce a light bloom, ed aood After the meal we lingered the dining room windows. A bedRifle Club met at the range in the
Qne wa#
Jn
t
n
The possibilities of the develop- the Experiment Station insect au
Spear—At Knox Hospital, Feb ; 942 regular session of the lodge. All
Odd Fellow's building Wednesday
awhile
in
the lobby, then went up raggled chicken floated by down and
far
j know nQ one waJ.
6. to Mr. and Mrs. Everett L Spear, J chairs will be filled by past exalted ment of an equipment dealer pro thority explained. It probably will
evening. At that time members dis
stairs and went to bed. It was cool- i the avenue, Isaac Peral. and this injured. I couldn't get over to my
“d J Urfe ,ClaSS
Candi; gram was discussed. More informa be more important than usual to er than usual and we slept well. , prompted a joker to dub it tiie office
cussed the possibility of forming a 2 L,ek^n-.Atr Knox Hospital. Peb. i
in the Navy Yard for two
will
"
' “be
“ Initiated
' “‘■**'* in honor of tion will be supplied on this later. try to insure complete pollination
pistol team to represent the club. 6. to Mr. and Mrs. Rcbie Jackson, dates
Around 4 a. m. I was awakened J Philippine "dove with the olive
days and in the meantime our hotel
All of the supervisor's wives ac- ' of the blueberry blossoms,
the observance of the birthday of
All persons interested iii such a Jr., a son.
suddenly by a tremendous crash: branch." It got a laugh, but the roof was repaired and blossopied
Ioiler—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 5,
On' most blueberry land there
team are requested to communicate to Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller. Jr., the Grand Exalted Ruler of the companied them at this meeting
and a gust of pelting rain. Still half laugh died when we saw the mile out with a sea of drying rugs The
and a very pleasant evening was usually is an abundance of bumblewith Dr. Donald Brown. There will of South Portland, a daughter.. Order, Sam Stern.
asleep I groped for the light be- ‘ long white stump fence made byspent
by
all.
bees and other insects to pollinate tween the twin beds and found the | the tipped up roots of the blown section of the roof which had called
be a three-way shoulder to shoul I Correction!.
Steamboat devotees will be Inter
’ the blueberry blossoms. In other power off. I remembered a box of' down acacia trees which had lined on me at the height of the gale
der match at the indoor range
was returned to it’s owner and the
ested in the effect the recent “big
The Rockland Police report an places, there may be a shortage of
MARRIED
Sunday, starting at 1 o'clock.
matches I had left on the bureau the Dewey boulevard between us six inch squares of semi-transpar
fog" in New York Bay had on two automobile accident which oc- | pollinating insects. On land where
Dresse!-Erickson
—
At
Springfield.
and swung out of bed to get it. and the beach.
Teams representing Belfast. Hyde
Mass.. Jan. 31. Frederick J former Rockland steamers operat curred at the intersection of Ful there has been a shortage of pollin
ent oyster shells which served as
Fed and warm again, clad in
When my feet touched the floor
Windlass and Rockland will parti Dressel. Jr., of Springfield and
window panes in our big sliding
ing there Steamer North Haven, ton and South Main streets at ating insects, blueberry growers
they
went
through
two
inches
of
bathing
suits,
rubber
boots,
etc.,
cipate. Plans for a baked bean sup Miss Gwendolyn Erickson of Vi
windows
were quietly and speedily
now
named
Manhatten,
is
running
about
6.45
p.
m„
Thursday
A
Plyhave
reported
very
favorable
re

warm water and that scared me none of us felt very humorous in
per to be served at the indoor range nalhaven.
Brown-Flanders—At East Lib to Ellis Island due to the fact that mouth coupe, driven by Paul E suits from placing hives of honey- for I didn't see how this could be the gray light of that dripping replaced. No one seemed to think
on the evening of March 5, were erty. Fib 4. Forrest Brown and
anything unusual had happened
the Staten Island steamer crashed Snow, 22 1-2 Fulton street, was un- j bees or the blueberry land. Usually possible seven stories up in that
dawn for the damage done was vis
completed.
Barbara Flanders, both of Mont- the regular Ellis Island steamer in able to stop for the sign on South
and when the waves in the bay had
one
hive
of
bees
per
acre
is
recconcrete hotel.
ible everywhere over the face ol
ville — by Rev Elliot Anderson.
subsided sufficiently to allow tlte
her own dock through error. The Main street and skidded into a ommended.
I found
the matches—which i the city. Awnings were ripped off;
Cavite Ferry to resume operations
former Boothbay, now Liberty, mis Ford pickup truck driven by Albert
DIED
Maaie growers who expect to use j ^lew out as fast as I lighted them | poles and wires were tangled toHall—At Rockland, Feb. 6. Mrs. cued in the fog on leaving Bed- Havener, Crescent Beach, and dam- honevbees on their blueberry land an(j in the brief illumination 1^ ob- gether in the streets; windows things were back to normal.
That’s how it happened. Maybe
_ _______
Scores of satisfied customers will Lottie Harden Hall, widow of Aus log's Island and went straight aged it to the extent of approxi • i this year should begin now to make ; tained. I caught a fleeting glimpse I smashedin;
debris littered the
attest to our “Service after the tin L. Hall, age 76 years Funeral through the so-called “pipe line mately $100 ^while the Plymouth arrangements for obtaining the of a large section of corrugated shore; cocoanuts floated about; it wasn't unusual T»ut to one fam
Monday 2 p. m from the Russell
Sale” solgan. Fewer sales with con Funeral Home. Friends kindly omit pier" doing $75,000 damage to tihe will require $75 for repairs. Nobody bees. They also should plan where zinc roofing projecting through the fQQjg were missing; sand covered ily it was disturbing to say the
least, for when I go to bed I don’t
tinued customer satisfaction is, in flowers.
Interment in Achorn structure and sustaining only paint was injured.
! and when they will be placed on window by my bed and a very I the flower beds of the Lunette and
want
any tin roofs and waterfalls
scratches
in
the
episode.
These
our mind, much better than lots ol Cemetery'
. the land.
J w-orried looking wife testing the broken glass was everywhere.
Burns—At Friendship, Feb 5,
coming around to make a social call
IN MEMORIAM
sales with poor or. no service after Phoebe M. Burns, widow of the items of marine gossip came by
( ,------------------ depth of the water on the floor. |
the midst of all this destruc- I
In loving memory of my
until I am ready to receive them.
the sale. It costs no more to get a late Capt. Almon Bums Funeral phone from Captain Rosswell Eat Mother. Clara E. Staples, who
Municipal Court WP t*011’ started ,alkin® at once tion the sun broke through the
good TV with continued service Sunday at 2 n. m. from the Advent on of Rockland, rusticating ashore passed away Feb., 7 1950.
'
but because of the bedlam around
and the famous church bells
BOOKS
Interment tn from his big Lewis tug. due to the Just three years ago. her earthlyA break into a freight tar of the
neither of
couid understand : of Man:Ja banged out their morn- S .
AFTER the sale. House-Sherihan, Christian Church
Harvorvlcw cemetery. Friendship. tow boat strike. He is spending a
Maine
Central
Railroad
on
Jan.
18
life
came
to
an
end.
Jim's Barber Shop§
Inc., Main St., Rockland.
Adv.
a word.
ing greeting. It cheered us up won-- ?J
Barlow—At Providence, R. I.,
But her kindness and love will ever was solved by tiie Rockland Police
Blundcring
tlirough
howling \ (jerfUiiy and we remembered that J
Feb. 5. Lenora Millay Barlow of brief time with relatives in Bath.
be a guiding light.
, and five juveniles faced Municipal darkness we got some clothes on
Rehoboth. Mass., formerly of Cam
Opening in Union, Me.
typhoon? were old stuff there and
As wvll as the good deeds and inA’ beautifully budded Mayflower,
den. age 70 years. Funeral Sunday
fluence she left behind.
Judse Zclma M Dwinal Thursday (for it was surprisingly coldi and as the day progressed and the wa
FEB. 9
Our AMBULAMX SERVat 1 p. m from the Gilbert C. ready to burst into bloom was For she was very understanding morning.
found our way to the corridor. We ter went back to where it came
Open
from 9-7
ICE ineels every public
Laite Funeral Home. Camden.
and ever stood for the right
The boys, ranging in age from 11
picked today by B Wlrislow of
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
As I think of all the beautiful to 14. were charged with the lar navigated by toucli and familiarity ;rom u:lcier the rajs ef the hot sun
or private emergency at
Granite street.
Vith the surroundings and prompt- we witnessed tiie miracle of recovthings God has made,
any hour of the day or
In Warren Village
There is none more wonderful than ceny of 275 candy bars, one case of ly bumpe^ into an Englishman clad ery a tropical city can make in the
That Generations
IN MEMORIAM
night.
potato sticks, knives, rules and corn
my dear Mother,
STARTING FEB. 10
In memorv of Senia Hill who And the sweet memories of her remover, valued at $24 75, intended in pink pajamas and carrying a ! wake Of storms which have beflash light His greeting was char- < cotnc familiar because of their fredied Feb 8. 1927.
to Come may
love will never fade.
Tuesday, Thursday. Saturday
As we loved her, so we miss her For her place could never be filled for the F. W Woolworth Store here. acteristic of his race and did much ; qUencv gig pugg which we hadn't
Remember
While the boys pleaded guilty to
Open from 9-7
Thoughts of her are ever near.
to quiet any nervousness we may i sefin pefore—and we'd seen plenty
by another.
15*17
Loved, remembered, longed for al
the charge of larceny. Judge Dwinal
Her loving daughter.
have
felt,
for
he
bent
his
head
to
:
Manila
—
came
from
somewhere
k.VWYX.VUKK'
ways
found them guilty of juvenile de- my ear and said: “I say. old chap
Gladys E. Staples.
Bringing many a silent tear
took charge of the sodden
Rockland. Fob 7. ’53.
17*It | linquency and sentenced each to is this ordinary?" Somehow that and
17'lt
Mother and Sister
megs
a two year term at the State School
remark sounded so typical and so yhegg bugs were Camineros'
IN MEMORIAM
CARD OF THANKS
for Boys at South Portland, but
RUBBER STAMPS
funny under the circumstances,
In
Loving
Memory
of
Workers) and they looked
I I wish to thank all mv friends
placed
uiaccu them
vuviu un
on twu
two jtaia
years' probauiuua- I .
’
,, ,
,___ ,
i
ANY SIZE
Gerald
L.
Gber
x
st
r
♦
i
—
'
that
we
all
laughed
together
and
i
Hnrvs
because
thev
all
had
for the cards, flowers, and other
tion from the execution of the sen-1
»n„hia nt : UKC DURS o<-cau*p mey an nan
On Order el
Who passed away Feb. 9, 1951
gifts that were sent me while I
slopped down seven flights of raincoats ol a single palm leaf
was in the hospital.
Special A beautiful life that came to an tence. As a part ol the probation foaming waterfall
and broken wrrapped about their shoulders.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
end.
requirement he directed them to,
thanks to Dr. Allen and the nurses
at Kr.ox Hospital for their splendid He died as he lived, everyone’s stay away from the railroad yards. | glass which was the stairway, to They call them “anahaos" and
friend.
reach the lobby
care.
Herbert C. Parsons.
Gone is the face we loved so dear.
There was no orchestra now. to ^\\\XXXXXXXX\N\X\\\XXXXXXXXVV\XX\\\\\\\\\X\\\\XX\V\N.\\X\\L
North Haven, Maine.
IT lt
Silent the voice we loved to hear. WS’aa PULLING TOGKTNIR
play the Stein Song as we entered. II
Our
lips
cannot
tell
how
we
miss
CARD OF THANKS
j The tiled floor was more like a j
I want to thank Dr. Weitman i _ him.
. . ,
. . „ . .
DURING
river than a lake, and full of float- |
and mines for the wonderful care Our hcart cannot te“ what to
mg sofa pilous and small wicker g
while I was a patient in Knox God alone knows how we miss him.
In a home that is lonesome today.
Lewi.se Nutt.
Hospital.
chairs drifting in the current j S
FEBRUARY AND MARCH ONLY
Wife and Sons.
17* lt 17’lt
which swept past the registration S
desk A single candle sputtered in
> chooAing a family monu
a hurricane holder on a table, and
ment. your choice i« not
, 30 or more resident guests and I g
only for your lifetime, but
i transients squatted.
with their
far generations to come. Wr can
On Oil Burners - Gas Appliances
help you find lasting satisfaction
i legs curled up under them, in the
through our wide selection of Rock
chairs scattered I g
U.S. DEFENSE BONDS I larger wicker

Tele Vision

I

•i Ages family monuments. Each n
bached by a signed guarantee u
gHk >u«ar heirs, er your deacentlan:

Chester Brooks
BURPEE

TEL 98
TEL. 2151

WARREN
CAMDEN

Knox-Ltnc«ln-W*ld« Counties
1-8-tf

Funeral Home

Ambulance Service
lll-lll LIMEROCK 8T.
BOCKLAND, ME.

■

■

—

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR TO YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

auth
0

omio

1AL1K

Fuelite Bottled Gas Installations

SAILORS SNUG HARBOR

5% DISCOUNT

OF BOSTON

On New Installations of

A Massaibusetti Charitable Corporation. Chartered jSjj

PHONE THOMASTON 176

iam E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
Manufacturing Plant, East Union

TCLS.*IM-CM-M

10% DISCOUNT

Provides a comfortable home for maritiers now beyond the sea-going age. Ap
plicants must have served 5 years under
the United States flag.

For full information write LEON M. LITTLE, President
P. O. BOX 2558, BOSTON 7, MASS.
lB-S-tf

Plumbing, Heating, Water Systems

JAMESON & WALLACE
TEL 156

WALDOBORO, ME.
14-8-20

NO!
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STRAND THEATRE, SUNDAY AND MONDAY
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ALENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent
Telephone 49

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement, ln this column not lo eiceed three lines Inserted
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special notice! All “blind ads” so called, L e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a

WANTED

TO LET

GENERAL Housework wanted.
TWO-Room unfurnished Apart
ment to let, bath, at 41 Park St. Can supply good references; also
Available Feb 22. Apply PEGGY wiU baby-sit. TEL 1370-M. 17*lt
SAUNDERS. 30 Masonic St. 17* lt
Man wanted to work on poultry
LARGE Furnished Room, well farm. Apply In Person, to L. B.
Maria Montez holds the decisive card as a mob scene attacks Paul
heated to let. CaU at 100 UNTON HOKES and SON. Cobb Road. Christian on the torture-rack in “The Thief of Venice,” 20th Century
17tf
ST.
17*19 Camden.

Fox’s new spectacular drama opening Sunday at the Strand Theatre in

FOUR-Room downstairs Apt.
for rent, complete bath, livingroom heater with oil burner in
stalled, kitchen combination range
with oil and elec., water on meter,
$7.50 per week. Adults only. Ref
erences required. CA1.L 1288-W
during day and 291-W after 6 p. m.
15tf

Thiel cf Venice" will continue on Monday when at 8.15
GIRLS—one-year course in the llockland.
nursing care of children. Full the popular weekly Honey-Quiz game will be played.
maintenance and cash allowance.
Two years high school minimum
KNOX THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
requirement; high school graduates
given preference. Write N. E.
PEABODY HOME. Newton Center

59. Mass.

17-19

SLIP Covers, Lamp Shades,
TWO Rents—to let. Six rooms in Drapes, made to order. LUNDELL.
16*18
each. Good condition, $35 monthly. 29 Beech St. Tel. 1116-W.
Inquire at 171 SOUTH MAIN ST.
WAITRESS wanted for full June
or 60 ORESCENT ST
15'17 work. CaU at BOBS LUNCH. 572
16-18
THREE-Room Furnished Apt. to Main St. Tel 8388
rent. TEL. 182-R; 15 Grove St.
FURNISHED Modern Apartment
IStf wanted, with two bedrooms. Adults.
let TEL 850-M or inquire at 8 State
FURNISHED
Apts
to
Street.
16-18
JOHNSON. Ill Pleasant St.
14fltf
HOUSEKEEPER wants work in
FOUR-Room Apt. with bath to small family or for one alone. TEL
15-17
let. Hot water; 34 Fulton St. 853-M2.
TEL. 1379-R.
lltf
WORK WANTED—Roofing. Car
TWO Rooms, bath, kitchenette, pentering, painting. Low rates,
guaranteed
work. TEL. Camden
unfurnished, to let, 212 Main St.
15*17
TEL. 194-R.__________________ 6tf 2303
OIL burners, cleaned. THE FIXUNFURN. 4-room heated Apt.
to let. thermostatic oontrol, elec IT SHOP. 138 Camden St. Tel.
1091-W.
15tf
kitchen range, elec, refrig., hot and
INFANT or Small Child want
oold water, flush, $8 per week;
4 Rankin St,, over Carr's Store. ed to board. TEL. 735-M.
15*17
TEL. 25 after 6 p. tn. or before
WANTED At Once; Salesman for
820 p. m.
Itf bakery route of well established
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt. to firm. Salary paid while learning
15*17
let. TEL. 213-M.
Itf TEL. Waldoboro 88-4.
ALTERATIONS
and
Repair
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts,
wanted at
561Main St.,
to let. Central and No. End loca work
Apt. 1. MAE
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 119tf Bicknell Block,
CROSS. Tel. 503-RK.
17-19
SANDING Machine and Polisher
wanted: To buy discarded or
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer. broken Bicycles or Tricycles.
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT RATE’S CRAFT SHOP, Prescott
CO.. 440 Main St
Itf Street.
13*18
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts
DEPENDABLE Man of middleto let on Willow St. TEL. 839 or age desires part time job. prefer
1219.
101tl ably clerical work, but would con
sider a Janitorshfp in an office
HEATED and unheated furnished building or store. Address letter
Apts, to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77 to H. % ol Tlie Courier-Gazette or
Park St. Tels. 8060 or 1234.
Itf Tel. 173-M.
15*17
WANTED: To give away, for the
FOR SALE
cutting, excellent pulp wood and
stove wood, right close to a main
LOBSTER Trap Stock for sale, high road. See ALBERT TOL
north of The Drive-In Theatre. E. MAN, West Rockport, Me.
12-19
A WOTTON. Tel. 1388-M after
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
6 p. m.
IT22
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
USED Electrolux Cleaner for Union St„ Grove St. entrance. Tel.
12*17
sale. In good condition, $10 TEL. 1680 EVA AMES.
395- M
17-19
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and
For Sale or Swap—One Legion Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
Uniform, size 38. never worn, $35 DON & SON, 6 Leland St., Tel.
98tf
cash, or swap even for size 40 in 123-W.
good condition. CALL 506-W be
DONT discard your old or
tween 2 and 6 p. m.
17*19 antique furniture. CaU. H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and re
25-FT Lobster Boat for sale, finishing; 48 Masonic St.
Tel.
moderately priced; also white 1106-M
Itf
enamel Cook Stove, complete with
oil burners, $50: Motorola Radio
for Plymouth car. nearly new; crib MISCELLANEOUS
and mattress, 3'2 horsepower. 3
MRS. E. B. SLEEPER, recently
phase motor; 5 horsepower, 3-phase
motor.
Contact HERBERT J. with Walker’s Tailor Shop, will be
HTLLGROVE 107 South Main St. at home, 239 Cedar St. and is pre
17*19 pared to make dresses, suits, coats,
and aU kinds of furwork. Altera
UPRIGHT Piano- for sale, also tions on same. Reasonable prices.
crib and mattress and bassinet. TEL. 36
132-S-tf
EVANS TOLMAN Tel. 1507-J.
__________________
17*19
HIGH pressure Copper Tank for ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
sale, 30 gallons; 138 Camden St. A Bonded Service Representative
TEL 1091-W.
16-18 Will Be in Rockland and Vicinity
Mondav, Feb. 9 thru
WOOD
Friday. Feb. 13
Dry Slabs. Hardwood and Kind
TELEPHONE 395-M
ling for sale. Delivered anywhere.
17-19
Prompt service. BUNKER SPEAR
Tels: 8004 or 1298-K.
16-21
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS’
WHIRL-Drier Easy Washer. 1935
Send five questions, $1.00 stamped
model, for sale, good oondition. envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
New washer and dTier posts and advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
gears within a short time Mod Mass. Full page reading encloeed.
erate price for quick sale. Call 112, Prompt renlv
153-S-tf
Rockland. THE ORANGE SIGN,
FOR EXPECTANT
Cassens. 168 Camden St.
15*17
MOTHERS ONLY
THE new 1953 English Austin,
If you guess exact day of arrival,
now on display at W. D. HEALD
you
wiU
receive free a baby auto
your Austin dealer. Camden. Me.
13-18 seat. Register now at MEREDITH
FURNITURE OO, Rockland.
DISSTON one-mar. Chain Saws. I
•tf
model DO-101 for sale Price now
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co.
Sales
reduced from $372 to $322 Disston.
the saw with more stability. C. Service and Repair. Write or CaU
M BURGESS & SON, Union. Tel. 258 Water St., Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
48-3
13*17 Rockland Rep, John C. Benson,
376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL.
EARLY cut good quality baled 836-W.__________144*tf
Hay for sale. NEIL RUSSELL.
SECOND-Hand Furniture bought
Tel. 408._____________________ lltf
and sold. Tel. 1374-W. C. W
COMPRESSOR for sale, garage SEWALL
107tf
model In excellent condition. 4 i
cubic feet. CaU BICKNELL Mfg |
Co. 360
156-tf
SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Godfrey of
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Trap Stock, largest supply ln Cambridge. Mass, spent the week
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER
end with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
COMPANY, Rockland. Tel 503.
128 tf W W. Godfrey recently.
Mr and Mrs. Robert HaU and
family of Belfast were dinner
guests of their aunt. Miss Martha
Hall Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Tiffin and
daughter Melissa of Rockland were
And Pay as Little as
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Sirs. Thornton Batty
Mrs. Dorothy Repplier has re
turned home after spending several
weeks with her eon Banning Rep
plier in Hamden. Oonn.
Mr and Mrs Wilfred Broadfoot
of Spruce Head Island are spend
ing a few weeks in Miami. Fla.
Miss Martha Hall visited Mr
and Mra William Hall in Castine
recently.

BUY THE TIRL'S
YOU NEED NO Vi'

Mrs. Paul Dillaway has returned
home from a visit with her mother,
Mrs. Paul Karen In Ipswich. Mass.
Arthur Jura of North Warren, as
guest speaker to night at the Bap
tist Men’s Porum spoke of his hob
by of gun-collecting and exhibited
some specimens.
Work on a quilt and on aprons
for a future sale, busied the mem
bers of the sewing circle of Warren
Grange, Wednesday afternoon, at
a meeting held with Mrs. Fred
Starrett. The Feb. 18 meeting will
be held at the home of Mrs. Charles
Pease.
i
PTA Committees
i
Committees appointed for the
meeting of the Warren PTA which
will oe held Monday night at the
grade school, are host, Russell
Smith, and refreshments, Mrs.
Miles Leach, Mrs. Charles Kigel
and Mre. Willis Moody. Jr., Mrs.
William Tower will show slides and
speak on her experiences as teach 1
er in Japan:
Special Nights Observed

Obligation and roll call night
will be observed by Mystic Rebekah
Lodge, with Miss Athleen Robinson
in charge of arrangements for the
observance, and with the following
committees appointed,
refresh
ments, Mrs. Edwin Gammon, Mrs.
Charles Overlock and Mrs. Dyson
Jameson, and entertainment, Mrs.
William Stanford and Mrs. Lillian
Simmons.
Extension Association

Lana Turner and Kirk Douglas form the explosive romantic team of
M-G-M's “The Bad and the Beautiful," story of a Hollywood tycoon who
makes a star of an obscure girl and causes her to fall hoDelessly in love
with him. The picture opens this week at the Knox Theatre with an
all-star cast, including Walter Pidgeon. Dick Powell, Barry Sullivan,
Gloria Grahame, and Gilbert Roland.

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

69, Monday evening, Feb. 9.
There will be a joint meeting of
the Civic Teens and Civic Improve
ment Association at the Municipal
Building. Sunday at 8 p m.

THORNDIKEVILLE
The annua] meeting of the Wal- [
doboro Industrial Realty Company .
wiU be held on February 10. Do not
forget your proxy if you can not,
attend.
There will be a stated meeting of
Wiwurna Chapter, Tuesday eve
ning Feb. 10, with rehearsal and,
refreshments.
Mrs. Stanlely Lenfest is in Ham- 1
ilton, Mass.
Sybil Robertson of North Read- .
ing, Mass., is a guest of her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Brown.
«
Robert Hanrahan of the Tanker
Lake Charles is passing a few days
with his family on School street |
Rev. and Mrs. Phillip Palmer are
spending the week with Mrs. Palm
er’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. James
Eastman in Island Falls.
Homer Carroll, Boston, has been
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Pearl CarroU.
There wiU be a regular meeting
of Medomak Chapter, RAM., No.

LOST AND FOUND
DOUBLE Barrel Shot Gun lost
Saturday at 5 p m. on the South
Thomaston road near the residence
of Milton Philbrook. Will the party
who found it please notify PETER
EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St., city.
15-18

REAL ESTATE
ATTRACTIVE HOME
In Thomaston Village
Fine inside, outside, top and
bottom. Three bedrooms, mod
ern 3-piece bathroom; living
room, dining room, fireplace and
den. Central oil-burning, air
conditioned
heating;
copper
plumbing. Full-sized cellar, ce
ment floor, granite walls. Con
nected barn-garage. Corrected
price, $12,000. Contact
A. D. GRAY, Waldoboro, Me.

16-21
FOR SALE
Capt Cod colonial, completely
remodeled and most attractive;
new bath, new kitchen, new heat
ing, 3 fireplaces, garden land and
shade trees. $10,500.
50-acre Farm with five-room
house. 15 acres blueberries, good
barn partly made over for poultry
$3000.
Small House on T Street for rea
sonable offer.
See display Ads describing Main
St. business for sale and poultry
farm wanted
F. H WOOD. Court House.
17-18

FURNISHED COTTAGES
MAINE ESTATE
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA

CImc to SL Petenbnrg, Clear

water and Tampa.
Write for Information dreniar
119-tf

Mr and Mrs. Leroy Croteau have
taken an apartment in Rockland
for the remainder of the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Brown at Morse’s Cor
ner. Thomaston. Mrs. Ruth Crab
tree of Rockland was also a guest
at the Brown home.
Word has been received of the
death of Mrs. Lillie Ettlinger which
occurred in Staten Island, N. Y,
Jan. 29. Mrs. Ettlinger spent her
summer here and made many
friends who extend sympathy to
the bereaved family.
Mrs. Elsie Crabtree fell down a
flight of stairs, receiving severe
bruises. No bones were broken.
Mrs. C. C. Childs gave a family
dinner party ln honor of her hus
band and niece, C. C. Childs and
Miss Ann Ludwig, whose birthdays
occurred on Jan 22. Guests pres
ent were: Mr. and Mis. George
Ludwig of South Hope, Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Robbins. Raymond
Ludwig and family of Hope, Mr.
and Mrs. Obed Hart of Camden.
Wilbur and Moses Mills of Cam
den called on their sister. Mrs.
Emily Pushaw recently.
*Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill
called on Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard
in Rockland recently.
Miss Grace Pushaw accompanied
the Union High School basketball
team to Vinalhaven Monday, re
maining overnight,
Mrs. Harry Pushaw. Mrs. Larkin
Thorndike and Lucretia Pushaw
visited Weymouth Grange ln
Thomaston Monday night.

EGGS & CHICKS
600 RHODE ISLAND Red Pullets
for sale 16 weeks old, top quality.
F. HYND, Cushing, Tel. Thom.
<1-22.
15-17
CLEMENTS CHICKS — Hardy,
"Maine-Bred” to increase your egg
or meat profits. Red-Rocks (Black
Pullets),
Leghorn-Red
Crosses,
Rhode Island Reds, Barred Rocks,
White Rocks, Dominant White
Rock-New Hampshire Crosses. SexLink Cockerels. Maine-US. AP
PROVED. PULLORUM CLEAN.
Order Now—CLEMENTS CHICKS,
INC.. Route 33, Winterport, Maine.
(1)
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
for sale; bred for high egg produc
tion and resistance to leukosis. We
also have the Silver-Cross. ROKES
POULTRY FARM, Cobb Road.
Camden, Me Tel. 2261.
13taf
SEX-Link Chickens from Pulk>rum Clean U. S. Approved stock
for sale. The same fine chicks
you have had for over ten years.
Straight run 15’4c; pullets 31c.
DUTCH NECK HATCHERY. Mel
ville Davis. Tel. 122-23 Waldoboro.
lOtf
SEX-Link Chicks for sale Maine
U S. Approved PuUorum clean,
high egg producing stock, very low
mortality BYRON MILLS, Waldpkoro, TeL 51-3
6t»

Tuesday-'! hursday-Saturday

WEST ROCKPORT

WASHINGTON

Vaun Prj’or, US Navy spent the
weekend with hls family at the
home ot Mrs. Pryor's mother, Mrs.
Charles Sangster
Master Billy Widdecombe, who Is
cared for by Mrs. Nora Oarroll, re
cently underwent a surgical opera
tion on his eyes at Thayer Hospi
tal In Waterville. The operation
was a success, bandages have been
removed and he is expected to be
able to see without the aid of
glasses. Mrs. Carroll was with him
for several days’ stay at the hos
pital.
Miss Katherine Conley of Bath
was a caller at the home ot Mr
and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike Friday
night.
Miss Viola Starr spent a few
days last week with her parents,
Mr. and' Mrs. Elmer Starr. She
returned to Gorham State Teach
ers' College Saturday in order to
go toy bus to Farmington for the
basketball game, GS.TC
vs.
FS.T.C. at Farmington.
Among those confined to their
homes by the current illness were
Alan Counce, Mrs. William Counce,
Mrs. Ralph Thorndike and members of the Charles Hudson family.
The Tuesday Club met this week
with Mrs. Margaret Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. David Hatnaiainen and fam
ily.
Word from May Fogler, Holly
wood, Calif., states that she has
completed' her duties with the act
ress whom she has been teaching
the New England accent. However
she has an offer from another
company to instruct another
English actress ln the good
old Down East brogue.
May
likes California very much. Her
only regret is that her duties have
kept her inside, out of the warm
California sunshine.

Richard Austin has returned
home from Knox Hospital where
he has been a patient for several
weeks and is making good recovery.
Luther Marr, a former town boy
who has employment in Chicago,
has been the guest of his sister,
Mrs. Frances Schroyer at RazorviUe and also calling on old friends
and: schoolmates.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins were
callers at the village last week en
route to Rockland on business.
Mrs. Adelina Bowers was a re
cent business caller ln Oardiner re
cently.
Rev. Harold W. Nutter has re
turned from a business trip in Bos
ton.
Mias Joytce Ludwig who has been
visiting at the home of her uncle
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Burton
Ludwig in Waldoboro, has returned
home. She was accompanied by
her father Roy Ludwig w'ho has
been quite ill for several months
at the Burton Ludwig home.
Mrs. Myrtle Kirkpatrick was in
Augusta recently.
Several members from Fon-duLac Chapter. OES. attended the
installation of Orient Chapter, in
Union Jan. 27.
Several of the townspeople inter
ested in farming went Lf Waldo
boro.. Wednesday night Jan. 28, to
attend
the
"Pop
Wentworth
Night.” Mr. Wentworth who has
been county agent for 32 years has
made many friends.
Mrs Edna Bram and children
W’ere Saturday visitors of Mrs.
Bram’s mother, Mrs. Lotta Jones,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sid
ney Kirkparick in East Washing
ton where she Is spending the win
ter
Mrs. Lotta Bowman of West
Appleton who has been quite ill the
past few weeks is reported im
proved. Her many friends wish
her a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins of
East Washington were recent call
ers at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
I. C. Powell in West Washington.
Mr and Mrs. Ulric Peabody have
heard from their sons in the serv
ice. Milton in Germany, Esten in
Japan and Philip in Georgia.

Miss Winifred Ramsdell, home
demonstration agent, will have
charge of the topic "Keeping Fit
With Proteins,” at the Tuesday
meeting of the Warren Extension
Extension Association
Association, to be held at the Con
The Extension Association meet
gregational Chapel.
ing was held at the church vestry
last Thursday.
Miss Winifred
Church Notes
howe
demonstration
Dr. John Smith Lowe of Rock Ramsdell,
land will supply Sunday at the agent, was the speaker. "Keeping
Congregational Church. The ser Fit With Proteins” was the sub
vice will be followed by communion. ject with a movie on the different
Sunday sermons at the Baptist cuts of meat.
Church Notes
Church will be entitled as follows,
at 10 a. m., "The Person of
The Junior Choir was a very im
Christ,” and at 7 p. m., “The First pressive sight in their white capes
as they sang several selections at
Gift to the New Church."
the morning worship service Sun
day. The numbers were very well
APPLETON
done and show much promise for
Appleton is far behind its quota a future choir. Mrs. Keith Crockett
in the March of Dimes. Those acted as director, Mrs. Glenice
who have not yet sent thetr folders
Farmer, pianist for the group.
to Mrs. R. O. Keating, please do so
A new Sunday School class has
as soon as possible. Put Appleton been formed, the Young Adult
over the top.
Group. Mrs. Evelyn Brown is
Housewanning
teacher. Names found on the reg
Mt. and Mrs. Maurice Collins istration list the first Sunday
their new home on Mill Lane re- were: Neil Colburn, Raye Colburn,
were given a housewarming at Royce Carroll, Janice Garrison,
cently. Mrs. Elsie Ryan, Mrs. Ber Barbara Douglas. It is hoped that
tha Carlton, Mrs. Esther Moody others of the late Junior High and
and Mrs. Sheila Hart were hos teen-age group will join the class
tesses. The occasion was also Mrs. in the near future.
Collins’ birthday and about 30
neighbors presented the Collins
with a beautiful birthday cake,
UNION
which proved to be made of crepe
paper and contained' a sum of MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
money. Refreshments of sand
Telephone 10-24
wiches. cookies and coffee with
three real birthday cakes, were
work of Mrs. Elsie Ryan, Mrs.
There will be a PTA auction Feb.
served. The cakes were the handi- 12 at the High School gym. On
Sheila Hart and Mrs. Ida Wend- Feb. 10 members of the PTA will
land.
canvass the houses for articles to
be sold at the auction.

GROSS NECK
Miss Celia Eugley of Kaler’s Cor
ner has been a guest of her aunt,
Mrs. Alden Waltz.
Mrs. Everett Wlnchenbach of
Dutch Neck was a supper guest at
Mrs. Ida Waltz’s one day last week.
Mrs. Eldora Gross with Mr. and
Mrs. William K. Winchenbach of
Dutch Neck was in Appleton Sat
urday.
Mrs. Matilda Eugley visited her
granddaughter, Mrs. Lloyd Foster
and family one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Theriault of
Waterville spent the weekend with
her grandmother, Mrs. Alden Waltz.
Recent callers at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner
were Mr. and Mrs. Lester Teele
and Lester Simmons of Medomak,
Mrs. George Winchenbach and sons
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collamore of Friendship.
Benjamin Geele is a surgical pa
tient at the Maine General Hos
pital in Portland.
Mr .and Mrs. Oliver Groves have
employment at Rockland.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Campbell
of Baldwinsville, Mass., and Harry
Hall of Framingham, Mass., have
been visiting Mrs. Bertha Orff and
family.
Miss Bryle Niaket was a weekend
guest ot Miss Judith Soule.
Hoiyr Carroll of Boston has
been spending a week with his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Perl Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Swett and
three children, Gary, Carol Ann
and Ruthie of Portland were callers
on Maud Mank Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mank and
daughter, Rhonda Lee were week
end guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Jackson in Belfast.
to
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STATE OF MAINE
IN SENATE. January 14, 1953
ORDEP.ED. the House concurring
that no bill for private or special
legislation be received by this leg
islature after 1 o'clock on the aft
ernoon of Thursday. February, 5,
1953. and that no other bill or re
solve be received by this legisla
ture after 1 o'clock on the after
noon of Thursday, February 12,
1953. except by unanimous consent
in the body in which it is intro
duced: and it is further
ORDERED, that for the purpose
of this Order, all bills and resolves
which have been filed wtih the
Director of Legislative Research
within the time limits herein pro
vided shall be considered as re
ceived, provided such bills and re
solves shall be properly titled and
accompanied by the information
required to prepare the bill. Such
bills and resolves in process of
preparation shall be reported by
the Director of Legislative Re
search to the Legislature on the
first legislative day of each week,
commencing February 24 and con
tinuing so long as any bills or re
solves remain in process of prep
aration in the office of the Direc
tor of Legislative Research; and
lt is further
ORDERED, that any bill or re
solve which shall be received in
either body of this Legislature by
unanimous consent after the times
above set shall stand referred to
the Ninety-seventh Legislature if
unanimous consent for its recep
tion is not given in the other body
in concurrence ’ This Order shall
not apply to bills reported by any
Joint standing or joint select com
mittee ln the regular course of
business, nor to such bills and re
solves as are intended only to
facilitate the business of the
Ninety-sixth Legislature, and lt is
further
ORDERED, that the Secretary
of the Senate shall cause a oopy
of this Order to be published in all
the dally and weekly papers of the
state, commencing Tuesday. Janu
ary 20. 1953. and continuing up
to and including Thursday, Feb
ruary 12, IMS.
(8. P. 29).
CHESTER T. WINSLOW.

Fond-du-lac Chapter

There was a large gathering at
the semi-public
installation ot
Fond-du-lac Chapter OES on Fri
day Light, Jan. 30th. The guest
officers were, Theima Cole, Past
Matron of Arbutas Chapter of Li
berty assisted by Fred L. Ludwig,
Past Patron of Fond-du-lac as in
stalling Patron, Jesse Sprague P.

Notices of Appointment
I. WILLIS R. VINAL. Register of
Probate for the County of Knox,
in the State of Maine, hereby cer
tify that in the following estates
the persons were appointed Ad
ministrators. Executors, Guardians
and Conservators and on the dates
hereinafter named.
MERVYN E. FLANDERS, late of
Rockland, deceased. January 2.
1953 Hazel Flanders of Rockland
was appointed executrix, without
bond.
MEDA SIMMONS of Thomas
ton. January 2. 1953 Ruth Feyler
Wallace of Thomaston was ap
pointed Guardian and qualified by
filing bond on January 7, 1963.
TYLER SIMMONS of Thomas
ton. January 2, 1953 Ruth Feyler
Wallace of Thomaston was ap
pointed guardian and qualified by
filing bond on January 7, 1953.
MARILLA M. PIPER, late of
Thomaston, deceased. January 20,
1953 Clifford G. Fernald of Thom
aston was appointed executor and
qualified by filing bond on same
date.
FRANK A. WINSLOW, late of
Rockland, deceased. January 20,
1953 John M. Richardson of Rock
land was appointed executor and
qualified by filing bond on January
21. 1953.
ORACE G. JOHNSTON, late of
Rockland, deceased. January 20.
1953 Alden P. Johnston of Warren
was appointed executor, without
bond.
W. GEORGE PAYSON, late of
Union, deceased. January 20, 1953
Grevis F Payson of Union was ap
pointed
administrator,
without
bond.
J. HOMER NELSON, late ol
Warren, deceased. January 20,
1953 Frances S. Nelson of Warren
was appointed executrix and quali
fied by filing bond on same date.
HENRY C. WYLLIE. late Of
Warren, deceased. January 20.
1953 Anita E. Messer of Warren
was appointed executrix and qualifled by filing bond on same date.
MAURICE YOUNG, late of
Rockland, deceased. January 20,
1953 Adah E. Roberts of Rockland
was appointed executrix, without
bond
GEORGE A. TURNER, late of
Isle au Haut. deceased. January
20, 1953 Charles H. Turner of Isle
au Haut was appointed administra
tor and qualified by filing bond on
January 21, 1953.
INEZ D. MacDONALD. late of
Union, deceased. January 20. 1963
Harold W. Flanders of Waldoboro
was appointed administrator and
qualified by filing bond on same
date.
CLINTON E. MCLAIN, late of
Thomaston, deceased. January 20,
1953 Ruth B. McLain of Thomas
ton was appointed executrix, with
out bond.
LORENZO BROOKER, late of
Warren, deceased. October 21, 1952
Dennis H. Brooker of Wolcott,
Connecticut was appointed admin
istrator and qualified by filing
bond on January 20. 1663. Alfred
M. Strout of Thomaston was ap
pointed Agent in Maine.
Attest:
WILL® R VINAL, Register
1<

M., of Arbutus Chapter as install
ing Marshal; Ava Stickney P. M., of
Arbutus Chapter installing Chapdu-lae as Organist; -officers inlain and Josephine Finley of Foodstalled were
Marjorie Ludwig,
Worthy Matron; Edward Ludwig.
Worthy Patron; Leta Tibbetts, As
sociate Matron; Merritt Tibbetts,
Associate Patron; Esther Peabody,
Secretary; Gertrude Ludwig, Trea
surer; Madolyn Turffs, Conduct
ress; Frances Schroyer, Associate
Conductress; Rosetta Sidellnger,
Chaplain; Ruth Boynton, Marshal;
Eva Lassen, Organist; Dorothea
Phillips, Adah; Connie Johnston,
Ruth; Grace Bartlett, Esther, Phil
lis LerJest, Martha; Geneva Chap
lain, Fiesta; Louis^ Ames, Warder;
Max Lessen, Sentinel. Refresh
ments were served after the work.
Extension Association

An Extension Association meet
ing was held last week at the home
of the leader, Mrs. Dorothea Phil
lips. Tlie subject, “Keeping Fit
With Proteins,” conducted by Win
ifred F-amsdell. Officers of the as
sociation this year are Dorothea
Phillips, chairman; Louise Ames,
secretary; Madeline Turffs, foods
leader; Marjorie Ludwig, clothing
leader; Dorothy Phillips, home
management
leader.
February
meeting will be announced later.
Successful Supper

The Saturday night supper at
the Masonic dining hall which was
held for the Polio Drive was a suc
cessful affair despite the inlement
weather. The sum of $50 was net
ted for the fund. The supper was
in charge of Mrs. Dorothea Phillips
who was chairman for the committee drive.
Many fail to recognize opportu
nity because they are under the
belief that it is only a knocker.

Read The Courier-Gazette

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in
either of the estates hereinafter
named:
At a Probate Court held at
Rockland, in and for the County of
Knox, on the twentieth day of
January, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
fifty-three, and by adjournment
from dav to day from the twentieth
day of said January The following
matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter
Indicated it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively ln The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished at Rockland, ln said Oounty,
that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at said Rockland
on the seventeenth day of Febru
ary, A.D. 1953 at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if
they see cause.
HELEN L. CARR, late of Thom
aston, deoeased. Will and Codicil
and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that the same may be
proved and allowed and that Let
ters Testamentary issue to Frank
D. Elliot of Thomaston, he being
the executor named therein, with
out bond.
ESTATE HARRY T SMAIL,
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
tion for Administration asking
that Charles W. LivingBton of
Rockland or some other suitable
person, be appointed administrator, without bond.
ESTATE WAYNE GRAY of
Rockland. Petition for license to
sell certain real estate situated in
Rockland and described in said
petition, presented by Maude A.
Gray of Rockland. Guardian.
ESTATE WILLIAM A. ANDER
SON, late of Thomaston, deceased.
Petition for license to sell certain
real estate situated in Thomaston
and Rockland and fully described
in said petition, presented by Ellen
E. Emery of Thomaston, adminis
tratrix.
E3TATE ARTHUR S. SMAL
LEY. late of Rockland, deceased.
First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Edwin R Edwards
and Anthony Smalley, executors.
ESTATE RUTH C. BARLOW,
late of Thomaston, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for
allowance by Wendell E. Barlow,
administrator.
ESTATE CARL W. MOFFITT,
late of Rockland, deceased. Tenth (
Account presented for allowance
by National Bank of Commerce of
Portland. Trustee.
ESTATE JACK HAVTSTO. some
times known as JACK HAAVTSTO
or JACK HARVESTO. late of War
ren, deceased. First arid Final Ac
count presented for allowance by
Christy C. Adams, administrator.
ESTATE JACK KAVISTO. sometibes known as JACK HAAVTSTO
or JACK HARVESTO. late of War
ren. deceased. Petition for dis
tribution presented by Christy C.
Adams, administrator.
ESTATE ALBERT L. LAWRY,
late of Friendship, deceased Peti
tion for de termini tion of value
presented by Stella M. Lawry of
Friendship, widow.
ESTATE EMMA SNOW, late of
North Haven, deceased. Petition
for Administration asking that
Clarence J Stone of North Haven,
or some other suitable person, be
appointed administrator, without
bond.
ESTATE ISAAC L. HAMMOND,
late of Rockland, deceased First
and Final account presented for
allowance by Myrtle M. Hammond,
executrix.
JAMES

HALDEN

ROBERTS,

late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Janu
ary 20. 1953 Allston P. Roberts of
Vinalhaven was appointed execu
tor. and qualified by filing bond
on January 23, 1963.
Witness. HARRY
WILBUR.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County, Rockland, Maine
Attest;

'I.

WttAJB R VINAL, Register
ii
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FARM
Capt. Einar Hansen Is “At Anchor” As Warren Poultryman

Along with about 100 other pouljurymen. I attended the poultry
school at Lincolnville Center and
I can truthfully say that any one
who ddd not attend missed an out
standing event. We had a good
time—we always do when Dr. Wit
ter is present at one of our meet
ings.
Poultry diseases aTe not a very
happy subject, but somehow or
other Dr. Witter has the ability
to keep such a meeting from bog
ging down at any point. It is not
always the information that he
dispenses that is so new and dif
ferent, but he sets us thinking. Dr
Witter's new assistant. Dr. Roun
tree. struck a similar note and did
this part in making the meeting
an Interesting and lively affair.
Once a year is not often enough
for a poultry school. If we oould
meet three or four times a year, it
would not be too often. The
location of this particular school
was not too happy for many poultrymen living in Knox and Lin
coln oounties. Fortunately, the
travelling and weather were almost
ideal, but even at that there were
comparatively few poultrymen at
tending from Knox and Lincoln.
Last year our special trouble was
Newcastle disease, but we had posi
tive help for that disease so that
£ is giving little trouble. As long
Cs we hold to the vaccination pro
gram, it looks as though Newcastle
was under control.
This year, it is air sac or
chronic respiratory disease that is j
ravaging many flocks, especially j
broilers. Dr. Witter discussed res
piratory diseases but he could not .
give us all the answers about air
sac, for all the answers have not
been found yet.
During the panel discussion in
the afternesn. the question of sani
tation brought some lively remarks i
from both members of the panel
and those in the audience. Mem
bers of the panel Included Dr. WitJter, Dr. Rountree, Everett Down- mg. Eric Johnson, Ralph Went- .
worth and Joe Sylvester. Fred
Webster. Waldo County agent was 1
moderator.
A high standard for poultry
sanitation has been set at the Uni
versity of Maine and while Dr
Witter and Dr. Rountree stuck to

We’ve got it!

their guns, it was evident that
some of the poultrymen were will
ing to argue and at times remarks
were a little forceful. However,
there were a lot of good laughs to
brighten up the tight spots.
One of the principal points
brought out was that some poul
trymen are relying too much on tlie
new drugs to keep flocks disease
free when some extra elbow grease
is needed In cleaning up between
flocks. Dr. Witter and Dr. Roun
tree explained that massive infec
tions can sometimes overcome pro
tective measures.
immunity is
relative instead of positive often
times and some birds have a great
er immunity than others.
Our Maine pathologists as well as
those ln other states have had a
lot of extra difficulty in putting
across their sanitation programs
since Dr. Kennard came out with
his reports on the “benefits”
of old litter a year or two ago.
Cleaning a poultry house Is a mean
Job and Dr. Kennard’s reports
were trailed with considerable joy
by many poultrymen who immedi
ately started using his Ideas.
The scare method seems to be
one of tlie best methods of bring
ing poultrymen Into line. Most
poutrymen are scared of disease
and at that time they are ready
to listen to and follow competent
advice. With no special reference
to our Maine pathological depart
ment. I might say that It is quite
common
practice for experts
throughout the country to fall back
on the term good management
with emphasis on sanitation, ven
tilation and non-crowding when
ever a disease appears for which
there is no specific remedy. Ap
parently some of the poultrymen
who have experienced air sac in
their flocks had taken extra pre
caution but air sac appeared Just
the same. They were ready to
argue with tbe panel.
As usual, the question of dirt
floors was discussed. It was evi
dent that many poultrymen have
dirt or at least gravel on the bot
tom floor in spite of the warnings
against build up of the worm pop
ulation. Most poultrymen certain
ly prefer a concrete floor but there
is the question of expense.
Dr. Rountree gave a comprehen
sive talk on the subject: "Why Do
We Fail To Control Coccidiosis,”
supplemented by slides shown by
Dr. Witter. Some of us are al
ready following the program out
lined by Dr. Rountree, but those
who are having trouble and did not
attend will do well to write for a
copy of his remarks.
A sound motion picture, in color,
furnished by the makers of sulfaquinoxaline, was shown in connec
tion with the discussion of ooccidiosis control.
The ladles of Tranquility Grange
served an excellent dinner.
Among those attending the meet
ing were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Water
man of South Thomaston, Gil
Jaeger,
Knox-Lincoln
County
agent, David White, Carl Erick
son. and Mr. and Mrs. Henry D
Teague of Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Waterman came
near not attending the school as
their automobile was damaged ex
tensively when they stepped at a
stop sign and a,large truck rammed
Into the rear of their car. They
went to the hospital for examina
tion but were discharged in time to
attend the school.

Photos by Cullen

Captain Hansen, In his uniform of the day, today, looks over the blue and gold
Captain Hansen's "ship" of today, ridli.g secure alongside Route 1 in Warren, and a stout little craft it is. It's
which he wore as a ship's master which Mrs. Hansen had to take out of mothballs for the probably the happiest ship he ever commanded as he has his wife and two sons aboard, a privilege he was denied in the
occasion. The four gold stripes on the sleeves of his uniform jacket and the "scrambled days, not too long ago, when he trod the bridge of ships the world around. Soon, alterations to the barn of the farm will
eggs" on the cap visor marked him, In those days he has left behind, as head man of the permit the housing of 12,000 broilers and he will really be setled down to the occupation of a poultryman. The only thing
ships he took through three wars.
The clothes he is wearing are leftovers from his seagoing which will take him to sea aga-'n is a command in time of war for his adopted country in his capacity as an officer of
days, but are much the same as any poultryman in the area wears, at that.
the Naval Reserve. lie likes it "Down East” and is content to stay right in Warren from now on.
By Sid Cullen
I cup from the sub's machinery, a Panamanian registered craft, and pEinar Hansen has “swallowed the which is now a proud memento in later, was with Eagle Ocean Trans
anchor". Captain Einar Hansen ot his home In the shape of an ash port and Shepard Steamship lines.
Warren, that Is. At sea since the tray.
Ammunition For Korea

age of 14, he has now definitely
Depth Bombed By British
swapped the bridge of a ship for
During the time aboard, and the
the less venturesome but more sinking of the 11 ships, the raider
peaceful occupation of a farmer. | took its beating too. Hansen recalls
Perhaps you are familiar with depth bombing by British destroythe captain’s new "ship” the for- ers off Folkstone, England. The
mer Nichols farm on U. S 1 in memory of being encased in a ciWarren. It's square framed, yellow gar-shaped steel prison below the
house which sets on a hilltop on surface as detonations of the depth
the port hand of the highway as chargesrocked the crew’s, and priyou run from Thomaston to War- sonet’s very souls, is still with him.
ren, only a mile or two east of the The sub, however, survived the
Route 90 Junction.
hammering of the explosives and
A quiet man, busy running his made its way to the home base at
farm with his sons, Einar and Rolf, Helgoland where the prisoners were
and Mrs. Hansen, his story is prob- set ashore.
ably known to but few of his
Germajl Prison ( amp
neighbors. Actually, he has had
After docking in Helgoland, the
enough experiences and seen Norwegians were interned In Breenough seas to last a man two, or men Spending two and one half
maybe three, lifetimes.
months in prison camp, they were
Didn't Think He Was A Stop
then released as neutrals and reWhen approached for astory, he
turned home.
couldn’t see where he couldmake
He still recalls, with distaste, the
one. However, being the courteous turnip and cabbage diet of the prlperson he is, he agreed, and in the son camp and the food of the Nornext hour unfolded a lifetime of ex- wegian Navy, in which he spent the
periences which certainly are un- remainder of the war years.
usual

|

Entered States In 1920

Along came the third war of hi*
lifetime on the bridge and, being a
naval reservist, he was called back
to take a ship on the long haul to
Japan with ammunition for the
Korean affair.
He carried ammunition to Japan
until last summer, when he put his
ship, the Berkley Victory, in moth
balls in Tacoma. Then he headed
for the farm in Warren which he
had bought six years before and
moved his family from Dedham,
Mass., where they had lived for
years

Grange Corner
Weymouth Grange

fellowship evidenced at the meet
ings and it is quite encouraging.
On Friday, Jan. 30. the Grange
C'ub held a game party at the ho
tel in Port Clyde. A good crowd
attended and a grand time was had
by all. There was some very en
joyable mus e and singing by local
talent. The party netted the sum
of 839 10 which went toward a
fund for the purpose of painting
the exterior of the Grange hall.
On Monday, Feb. 2, we received
a surprise visit by means of a mystery ride from Mt. Pleasant Grange
of West Rockport. Twenty-four
members, led by Deputy Earl Tol
man and Mis. Tolman. and one
member from Megunticook Grange.
Camden, joined with us ln meeting.
During the lecturer's hour, the
visiting members entertained with
readings and jokes, also two hymns
were rendered by several of the
brothers and sisters.
At the close of the meeting, sup
per was served, following which
games, music and dancing wound
up the evening.

The ladies degree team of Acorn
Grange of Cushing conferred the
Third and Fourth Degrees on four
candidates Monday evening. Re
ceiving the degrees were: Ronald
Achorn. Muriel Sedgwick. Austin
Sylvester and Ethel Rose.
The degree team gave a drill folliowlng the ceremonies which was i
well received and showed the re I
sults of a considerable amount of
drilling by the women.
The lecturer’s progam consisted
of songs and a piano duet with
Romance For The Seafarer
members participating.
There is romance in the story of
A harvest supper followed the
Captain Hansen, as there should be meeting.
in the life of every seafarer. Mrs.
Meetings are held each Monday
Hansen, when she first saw the evening and members are urged to
Norwegian sailing master, was a attend whenever possible The of
lass of 14 in her native Cardiff in ficers are hoping for an especially
Wales. Her father, chief engineer big turnout Monday.
of the ship on which Hansen was a j
Ocean View Grange
young officer, brought him home
Maple Grange
Ocean View Gauge in Martins
when their ship docked in Cardiff. |
Maple Grange w’as the scene ot
ville Is taking good strides forward
as his guest.
again. Several foftner members very pretty degree work last week
The war and his time in Ger
have become re-instated and some Two candidates were taken into the
many and the Norwgeian Navy al
new memberships are ln prospect.,order with
degree team of
lowed him to visit the home in Car
Quite a number are turning out Achorn Orange doing the work. A
diff hardly at all for years.
each regular meeting night and. nice harvest supper was served.
When the war was over, he came
This week there was a dance fol
despite the absence of some, due
to the States and made a home
to illness and other causes, there lowing the meeting with all Grange
for his bride-to-be in Revere,
are still a goodly number pres members invited.
Mass. Then, he made the long trip
Mt. Pleasant Grange
ent. After the closing each night
back to Cardiff where they were
Twenty-five members from Mt
a fine time is enjoyed by means of
married—eight years from the time
Pleasant Grange and one from Me
games and refreshments.
he first met her while a guest ln
There is a wonderful feeling of gunticook joined in on a mystery
her home.
The couple have two sons, Einar
F„ who operates the farm with his
father, and Rolf who is an em- j
ployee of the Bafh Iron Works. '
Both are veterans of military ser- ’
vice.
Now On Display At the Sales Room Of

The tali, powerfully built NorBack to sea ln merchant ships afwegian still speaks with a trace of ter
war, he looked toward the
the tongue of his native land al- united States aind landed on our
though he has been in the United shores in 1920 to ship out in AmerStates for 33 years.
j ican vessels.
Shipped Out Of Oslo
. Here again, he went up the ladHls seafaring career started at tier, gaining citizenship and his ofthe age of 14 when he left his na fleer’s tickets ln rapid succession
tive Oslo to ship aboard one of the until he was licensed as a master,
famous Norwegian square riggers unlimited in 1925.
as a deckhand in the days of wood
The years up to the advent of
en ships and iron men.
World War 2 saw him follow the
The youthful, but not so little, lad normal pursuits of a freighter’s
Holland's greaf new
twine-tit baler
must have had some iron in him master, calling at ports on the
for he worked his way from before shores of most seas of the world,
the mast to an officers berth over
on World War II Convoys
Ths
the years and became second mate
As war raged across the globe and
New Holland
Glad To Settle Ashore
as World War 1 broke out,
! t-ne Nazi sub packs ranged the
Now that the captain Is ashore
Torpedoed In World W’ar I
North Atlantic again he took his
Most compact baler ever built
On Peb. 17, 1916, the German ship wherever the war supplies for good, unless the Navy calls
Costs hundreds of dollars lessl
sub, U-60, slammed a torpedo Into stored in its capacious holds were ( a^ain for tum in his capacity as a
Th* Surprli* of a lil. doiol That * tho
■ naval reservist, he is really devot
the hull of his vesel, off the coast needed.
Now Holland "66"! We'll wager you've
of Ireland, and she went down as
A good part of the war was spent ing all his time to farming.
never seen a baler so compact ln de
The poultry business has been
sign ... *o completely new — feature
the crew took to lifeboats in win- running to Greenland and Iceland;
after feature.
| in the very area where the subs goin® on for some years with the
ter seas.
sKYou'U be omased the first time you see
Capt. Hansen recalls that as his lurked ln their search for prey, sons running it with Mrs. Hansen’s
the "66". It's shorter and lower than
ship settled as sub surfaced and seeking out the slow ships of the aid' Now' Plans are ln the making
most balers ol its type on the market.
It’s designed to operate at full efficiency
offered to take the ship’s crew
countless convoys crossing theAt- for the retouildin8 of a huge barn
with one- or two-plow tractor. Best of
aboard. All but the first mate and
larjtic.
into 8 Poultl7 house which will
all. it's priced so low that now even
the ship's carpenter accepted the
This time around, he escaped the house 12,000 birds. He thinks now
small-acreage farms can allord the
offer in preference to braving thetorpedoes but put in many a sleep- he may work entirely with broilers
lines! in baling equipment.
ACP Practices
Now you caa enloy the lull benefits ol
zero weather ln open lifeboats. The less day and night in conning his but a thousand or two layers may
having your own baler. You can bale
i be In the plans too, later.
two who chose not to go aboard the command to its destination,
your hay tne moment It's ready to come
Participation In PMA Work sub
A new building which will serve
were never heard from again, j
First Into Cherbourg
in. Arid in the field you'll Und it hard to
Widespread In State
believe your eyes when you see how
Sub Prisoner 31 Days
I As D-Day neared in Europe, he as a ? a rage and tool shed Is going
the 66" gobbles up the windrow. Noth
Once aboard the sub as prisoners, was sent into Portland. England to up, with the foundations already in
A total of 14A62 Maine farmers
ing seems to stop H. It can kick out 6
firm, square bales a minute ... package
they
spent the next 31 days on war take on troops and supplies for the place'
were contacted by community com
In the woodlots. he and the sons
up te 7 tons of hay in an hour! And lt
patrol with the Germans and had attack. When the mightiest armada
mitteemen
of
the
Production
and
bales anything — clover, prairie hay,
are getting out Umber which wiU
to
stand
by,
helpless,
while
the
subin
history
left
England
and
ScotMarketing
Administration
in
con

Sudan grass, maize.
be sawed for use in rebuilding the
Como lo and see us right a way I Were nection with the 1953 Agricultural marine commander ripped the bot- land’s shores, he sailed with them,
barn into a modern poultry house,
ready and waiting to show you a ”66
toms out of 11 more ships before
It was his Liberty ship, the NaConservation Program.
He is preparing to institute a
We d like to go over this wonderful
thaniel
Bacon,
which
was
the
first
he
exhausted
his
torpedo
supply.
Harry E. Umphrey. chairman of
■ grassland machine with you point by
forestry
program on the farm with
The U-Boat captain was identi- vessel of the allied fleet to enter
%xsint . . . give you positive proof you
the Maine State PMA comm ttee.
the aid of Boh Umberger, state *or
can't buy better at the pricel
said the contact of every farme. I fled by crew members as the com Cherbourg harbor after that port ester in the Knox-Llnooln area.
was part of an over-all effort to manding officer of the sub which had been battered Into submission.
A full line ef balers!
Handling the farm with the same
He will never lUlgVV
forget the expert ll,npn , y.
.av WJV
the UUOlHHUa
Lusitania to
W WIC
the bottom
UUtWill.
. . .
.
. , .
better acquaint farmers with ACP sent
The
record
of
the
skipper
of
the
ence
of
taking
the
heavily
laden
“
wrou
8nnesa
characterized
The New Holland '66'' proudly takes Its
practices. The contacts also were
place with the famous "77'' twine-tie
ib showed
to which
* ** ca’*a“1’ ®IMr Han"
showed the
the length
length to
which the
the craft
craft Into
Into the
the harbor,
harbor, swinging
swinging it
intended to encourage more rccee- sub
and the Mighty "80" wire-tie — with
sen Is settled down for the test of
tho highest capacity balers in the world.
sary conservation wore on Maine Germans had gone to prepare for in by the demolished German pill his days, he hopes.
No matter what material you bale or
the war. It was determined by boxes on the breakwater and manfarms ir 1963.
He is Just far enough from the
what field conditions you work under,
Of the 14.862 farmers visited, 11,- Hansen that he had lived in Car- euvering past the sunken hulls of
no matter whether you leed. tell or
sea so that the moan ot a fog horn
dlff,
Wales,
for
years
just
prior
to
countless
ships,
to
an
anchorage,
333 plan to carry but one or more
custom bal*. there'* a New Holland
or a ships whistle cannot reach
that can do the fob fatter, better and at
j
There was nothing much left of
of the AGP practices, Umphrey the outbreak of the war.
him. Not even the smell of salt wa
lower cost. Come ln and look at YOUR
A mariner by trade, he had had the docks to tie up to, so he anadded.
New Holland today.
ter reaches over into Warren—and
Umphrey explained that requests ample opportunity to learn the wa- chored in the harbor and started
the former seafarer la happy.
see It oow et your oothorised\
for assistance to carry out planned ters of the English coast and the lightering operations to land his
1200
troops
and
thousands
of
tons
practices in Maine totalled 11.643,- i tides. Also to study where and how
New Holuusd dealer
900 compared to the 8870.000 avail subs could be concealed safely to of stevedoring equipment with
C. M. BURGESS able under the 1953 ACP for pay prey on British shipping when the which those troops were to open the
war, which he knew was coming, port to allied ships.
ments.
& SON
After his second war, he went
County PMA committees ate now broke out.
WUNION, ME.
TEL. 0-8
Just in the way of revenge, before back to the everyday business of j
oomp*eting their approvals of prac
IJ’WAUT tice requests snd notification of he landed in Helgoland from the. taking hla shlpe into porta the
sub. Hanaea swiped a braaa (reaaa world around. He bad oommand of I
farmers.

THE NEW JOHN DEERE TRACTOR
C. M. Burgess and Son In Union

Announcement has just been , matic system on the "40” Standard:
made of the new John Deere “40" j increase in reverse speed from preSeries general-purpose tractors sent 1.6 mph to 2.6 mph; increased
which replace the “M" Series.
I ‘uel tanlt capacity; and adoption of
new-type radiator grill, using a apeHeadlining an impressive —
list of
— | ctaJ convoiuted screen material that
advances in the new models are provides better non-clog protection
new heavy-duty three-point hitch fOr t-he radiator. Servicing of the
Jor a new and completely modern I battery has been made easier on
Une
• QUik-Tbtch working equip- | the new tractors by new design of
men,t, a new and advanced system battery compartment. Important
of load and depth control through improvements make it easier to get
time-proved John Deere Touch on and off the tractors.
.o_matic system, and a more powThe
Touch-o-matic hydraulic
two-cylinder engine that de- system provides ’'live" power for
Uvers approximately 15 percent effortless raising, lowering and pre
more power. One of the new models cision setting of the working eauipu now on display at the c. M ment, on the Model “40" TricycleBurgess and Son salesrooms in Type Individual control of cultiva
union
tor sections right and left or front
new Model "40" Standard and rear. There is a new load con
raplacas lhe Model “M" in the John trol system for improved speed and
Deere Une; the Model ”40'' Tri- performance in uneven ground concycle-Type replace* the Model ditions; and fixed position control
•MT."
are--------rated—
as-----full two- for the man who wants his equip---- They
---- •*---‘ •
ptow tractors in most soils; fur- ment to work at a constant worknish complete power for farms up ing position over the entire field.
to 100 acres, helper power for larg- i Among the features of the “M"
er farms.
I and "MT' models that have been
Outstanding in styling and per- retained are: four forward speeds;
formance, the new John Deere adjustable cushion seat; adjustable
Tractors meet in every respect the wheel treads to match the work to
exacting standards that have won be done; built-in power take-off;
the company ita respected position, and independent self-energizing
ln the farm Implement Industry.
rear-wheel brakes for sure stops,
Other advancements ln the new short turns. Performance tests Inmodels Include: provision for use dicate that the new tfactors will
of both Touch-o-matic cylinders maintain the outstanding reputaon the “40" Tricycle-Type for tion of John Deere two-cylinder
greatly increased lifting power on tractors for all-around economy.
Two new larger John Deere Gen
all implements using the threepoint hitch; a similar Increase tn eral-Purpose models, the “50” and
UfUng capacity ot tbs Touch-o- “80" were introduced laat NasMt.

Washington Group
Extension Men and Women
Meet Tuesday With the
Edward Grinnells
The Washington Extension Men's
group will meet with the women in
a Joint meeting Tuesday at 730 p.
m. The meeting will be held at the
home of Edward Grinned. The
women's group will be the Burkettvtile group. Richard Linscott is
chairman of the men's group.
The county agricultural aud
home demonstration agents will
discuss “Better Home Grounds.”
The agricultural 1953 men’6 pro
gram will be discussed and 1963
men's community officers and pro
ject leaders will be elected.

>

ride to Ocean View Grange of
Martinsville Monday. A wonder
ful time was had by all. Following
the meeting, a harvest supper was
served by the ladles of Ocean View
Grange.
Members are urged not to forget
Traveling Grange meets Tuesday
with Owl's Head Grange and it
is hoped a good crowd will turn
out and help towards winning the
prize.
Regular meeting will be held
Monday at 8 p. m. Members are
reminded to bring something for
the auction which is to be held
later.
The ladies of Mt. Pleasant
Grange served a chciken fricassee
supper to the Rcckport Lions chib
Thursday.
Juvenile Deputy Frances Tolman
will Install Pioneer Juvenile of East
Union Tuesday with her Mt. Pleas
ant Juvenile installing staff right
after school.
Tlie meeting of Mt. Pleasant
Juvenile was postponed last Mon
day on account of weather and
sickness, but a regular meeting will
be held next Monday after school
and all members who are to be ln
the Valentine program Feb. 16, are
asked to be present at this meet
ing, as a rehearsal will follow.
It w-as omitted from the report
(Continued on Page Twol

POULTRY FARM
With Lake Frontage
Union or Warren
Wanted for Buyer
Can

F. H. WOOD

COURT HOUSE

17-18

GARAGE DOOR

Opens Up and In

On Steel Track.

$63.00
Packard
Lumber Co.
OAMDEN. MAINE
14-8-tf
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New* and Social Item*, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
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ICRS. GLADY8 OONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Capt. Charles W Spear of the | nison. Mrs. Roderick Montgomery.
Mormacdale spent
a few hours Mrs. William Vinal and Mrs Anne
with hls family at his home on ! Day Mrs Young received manyGleason street, returning the next
lovely gifts.
day to Ws ship
Silver Tea
Sherman Rutter, who was to
One
of
the most important
show pictures at the Federated
j events to take place in Thomaston
Church Feb 8, is away and will
not be here to show pictures until this winter will be the Silver Tea,
to be held Wednesday. Peb 11, for
Sunday. Peb. 16.
Regular OES meeting Wednes the benefit af the Heart Fund. For
day night, 7.30
Officers are to the affair, Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks
wear white. It is requested for of 22 Knox street will open her
home from 3.30 to 5 pm.' and it
officers to be at the hall by 720.
Rev H I. Holt of Camden will is hoped that a large number may
be the speaker at the Baptist be able to accept her hospitality
and that of the many others who
Church Sunday
Mrs. Arlene Starrett is a patient have contributed their services.
Mrs. Lawrence Shesler and Mrs
at Knox Hospital.
Those on the Hot Lunch program Charles Spear, co-chairmen of the
this past week were: Mrs Olga Heart Fund Drive in Thomaston
Achom, Mrs. Doris Guptill, Mrs will be assisted by the following
Lucy Staples. Mrs. Joan Melvin and hostesses: Mrs William Brooks
Mrs. J. Warren Everett. Mrs. Stan
Mrs. Marjorie Mayo.
Mrs. Annie Rogers. Miss Leila ley Fester. Mrs E Ronald Gillis.
Clark. Mrs. Harry Magitz, Miss Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton. Mrs. Arthur
Hilda George, Gray Ladies, were Jeffery. Mrs. Philip 'Morton. Mrs.
at Togus Veterans' Hospital Thurs E. R Moss, Mrs. Raymond Rob
inson. Mrs Maynard Spear, Mrs.
day.
Raymond Spear. Mrs. Forest Stone,
4-H Club Doing*
Mrs. William T. Smith, Jr. and
The Cheerful Homemakers 4-H
Mrs. Alfred Strout.
Club met Thursday night with Mr1
The decorations will be arranged
Eleanor Clark the leader at her
by Mrs Frederick Dennison. Mrs.
home on Main street. Plans were
Clayton Howard will be in charge
made for a square dance Peb. 2' of the beautiful cake, made and
at the Weymouth Grange hall
decorated by Mrs. Joel Miller,
Rodney Linnell, the only singing
which will be sold at the
square dance caller In Maine will tea.
Mrs. Walter Strong will
be present.
be In attendance at the silver col
Anyone having any odds and lection bowl.
Refreshments of
ends of yarn to donate contact
sandwiches and sweet food have
Mrs. Eleanor Clark or any of the
been solicited from some of the
4-H Club meirtbers.
town’s best cooks.
Wed Co Club To Meet
Mrs. Rex Garrett, chairman of
The Wed Co Club will meet the Heart Fund Drive in Knox
Monday night at the Baptist County, and Mrs. Stewart Burgess,
Church vestry for a 6 o’clock sup co-chairman with Mrs. Oram
per. The supper committee, Mr Lawry’. Jr of the Rockland Drive,
and Mrs. Alfred Strout, Mr. and will pour.
Mrs. Prank Hallowell, Mr and
During the afternoon, organ se
Mrs. LeRoy Whitten.
lections will be offered by the tal
To Install Officer*
ented Mrs. Lawry.
Mirs. Gertrude CRver, Past
Mothers are urged to make use
Grand Temple Pythian Sisters of of the free baby-sitting service of
Maine will Install Mayflower fered, during the period of the tea.
Temple Pythian Sisters Feb 27 by Mrs Albert Elliot, and assist
Her aides will be Mrs. Bertha ants. at 23 Knox street.
Jameson, past chief of Friendship
Prize Winners
Temple and Annie Doe. past chief Those winning prizes at the Epis
of Friendship Temple. Pythian copal card party held WednesdaySisters, acting as grand manager. night at the Legion hall were: can
Stork Shower
asta. Mrs. Paul Kvorak, Mrs. Philip
A surprise stork shower was Morton, Mrs. George Hall. Mrs
given Mrs. Douglas Young Monday- Philip Meyers, Mrs. Clayton How
night by Mrs Wendell Young at ard. Mrs. Lenora Davis. Mrs. Ma
her home on Wadsworth street. rlon Bergamini. Miss Leila Clark
Present were: Mrs. Charles Grover Miss Lottie Smith, Mrs. Frank
Mrs James Young, Mrs. Hibbard Thompson and Mrs. John Lowe.,
Young. Mrs. Gerald Smith. Mr- Jr. of Rockland.
Jack Ames. Mrs. Eino Saar;. Mrs
Contract—Mrs. Donald Chase
(Continued on Page Seven)
Robert Guptill, Mis. Phyllis Den-

EXPERTLY
REBUILT and ELECTRIFIED

SINGER
Sewing Machines {

utc

s }

S3

At the universalist Church, Rev.
George H. Wood, minister. Dr
John Smith Lowe, minister emeri
tus. Mr. Wood will preach tomorj row morning on “Stephen. First
Christian Martyr.” Sunday School
j will meet at 11 o’clock also and

— DANCE —
EVERY SATURDAY
Grange Hall, South Cushing
EARL MAXCY'S MUSIC
Admission 50c, tax inc.

126-8-tf

FULL CASH PRICE
NO EXTRAS
TO BUY

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
ANYWHERE IN MAINE

GAME PARTY

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
..Al thr

Tgg//
W

PORTLAND

Aii Skis, Ski Poles and
Bindings at 20'- Discount

Women's 7.54 Black Velveteen
Fur Trimmed

M-G-M

Overshoes—Now $4.89
One Ix>t

Lana Turner
Kirk Douglas
Walter Pidceon
Dick Powell

Women’s Snow Boots

'X

Sheepskin and Fleece Lined
. 6.95 to 9.95 Values
ALL IN ONE GROUP

Choice—$4.98
Women’s Pull-On Boots
Cuban and Flat Heels

Reg. 4.50—Now

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

“BLACK HAWK”

6O<tl»WlFM
STITT
a •***

SNQW and MUD
RETREADING

SUNDAY AND MONDAY'
AII the Gab. Gags. Guvs and
Songs of the Great White Way!
8 HIT TUNES!

Rubber Pacs

$6.45

Rubber Pacs

V"V' \
j

$5.98

Our Sale Prices on Men's,
Women's and Children's
Shoes will continue during
this Inventory Sale

VI"

ll/

Barry Sullivan
Gloria Grahame
Gilbert Roland

Special Reductions on
Clothing and Furnishings

— Leo G. Carroll • Vanessa Broun

Haskell & Corthell
and The

Let’s Play HONEY-QUIZ
“TREASURE OF
GOLDEN CONDOR”

$6.95

Youths’ 12”

un
lussiuo
MARLOWE -SERATO
SieNATURE

ENDS SATURDAY
Cornel Wilde — In Color

Rubber Pacs,
Boys' 12” '

Also New Adventure SERIAL

DAMON RUNVOI

‘

$1.98

Men's 12”

Also—MONDAY NIGHT—8.15

7 DEERING AVENUE — PORTLAND. MAINE

.a*

DURING THIS SALE

Children’s and Misses'

Nite Without Sleep

IH-CIBN

•E4J01R

I would like a free home demonstration of a REBUILT and
ELECTRIFIED SINGER Senin* Machine for only »’9.S*.

I..a...

Values to 12.95

Other Bass Ski Boots
20% DISCOUNT

2 Snap Overshoes
Inventory Price, $1.29

In Technicolor—Plus
Linda Darnell - Gary Merrill

American Legion Home

SEW-VAC STORES

Men’s and Women’s

back I"

"On The Riviera"

JtfUEF<

Bovs' and Youth's

Bass Ski Boots
Reduced to $7.95

I’ll fling you

Now! $110 Cash Nite

/op#

SHOP OUR WINDOWS AND
STOKES FOR THESE
SPECIALS

Bass Ski Boots, $8.95

the scrap-heap...

DANNY KAYE
GENE TIERNEY

ROBERT HAGGIAG
grVMlKI

Many Lots Too Small
To Advertise.

“JEOPARDY”

”1 picked you off

Camden Theatre
Fabulous ini
magnif icence
laid might!
Flankayait
its romance\
ami adventure!

Slippers. Clothing and
Furnishings

TODAY—Barbara Stanwyck

present*

MAVERICK ST„ ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Taxi
Station. Winter St., at 7.00 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.34.
Game SUrta 734 P. M.

37351

SUNDAY, MONDAY
AND TUESDAY

17-lt

3-S-tf

NAME ---ADDRESS
CITY ----4 HE PHONE NO. IS

Quarterly Confere rue

At the first Quarterly Conference
held at the Monument Square
Methodist Church Feb. 1, the fol
lowing officers, commissions and
committees for the 1953-1954 con
V................
ference year were chosen; Trustees
(for three years) Lewis C. Pendle
ton, Mrs. Annie Thomas. Mrs. Ar
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette thur H. Walker: Ex-officio stew-

FEBRUARY 10-11
Paul Christian. Maria Montez
in
"THE THIEF OF VENICE"

• ♦ • •

CARRYING CASE
SPEED CONTROL
MOTOR — NEW WIRING
SEWING LIGHT

ards: 1st Reserve Lay Member of
Annual Conference (for four years),
CAMDEN
Mrs Inez 8. Crosby; Lay Leader,
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Edmund -Barnard; 2nd Reserve Lay
Correspondent
Member of Annual Conference (for
Telephone 2197
four years), Church School Super
NORTH HAVEN
intendent and Treasurer of Cur
MRS BARBARA ADAMS
The annual meeting of the Cam rent Expense, Lewis C. Pendleton;
Correspondent
den District Nursing Association Financial Secretary and Treasurer
Telephone 75-13
will be held Tuesday. Feb. 10 at the of Benevolences, Mrs. Arthur H.
home of Mrs Harry Tounge at 4 Walker. President of Women's So
The North Haven Community oclock.
ciety of Christian Service, Mrs. Da
Men’s Club will hold its next meet
Frank D. Kennedy of Mechanic vid B. Wooster.
ing. Monday, Feb. 9 at Andrew's street is a patient at the Knox
Elective
Stewards:
Recording
Restaurant. Supper will be served County General Hospital in Rock Steward. Orrington N. Cross; Com
at 630 p. m. Almon B. Cooper of land.
munion Steward. Mrs. Grace An
Rockland will be the speaker. He
The Monday Club will meet at derson. Miss Cordelia Barnard Mrs.
will tell about the Corning, New the home of Mrs Evelyn Goodwin Elsie C. Barnard. Mr. and Mrs.
York Glass Works and will tell the Monday. Feb. 9. Mrs. Ooodwin will Chester H. Buck. Mrs. Charles H.
story of the manufacturing of the also be the reader.
Burgess. Mrs Orrington N. Cross,
largest telescopic lens ln the world.
Mrs. Murray Smith left Friday Mr and Mrs. Amos B. Erskine, Miss
Everyone !s invited to hear the ' for Boston where she will visit her Margaret Erskine. Miss Shirlev Ers
lecture and see the pictures at 7.45 son ar.d daughter-in-law. Mr. and kine. Mrs. Wilbur C. Fugel. Mrs.
p. m., in Andrew’s Hall.
Mrs. Avery Smith.
Marion Heald. Wilhelm C. Hempel,
Robert B Hopkins. Miss Arlene F.
Observes 4th Birthday
The Chadavae Club of the Chest Magee. Mrs. Ernest W. Maxey, For
VINALHAVEN
nut Street Baptist Church met est C. Magee, Robert W. Mayhew,
Wednesday evening in the church Mrs. Rose K. Norwood. Miss Alta
MRS EDWIN MADDOX
Correspondent
parlor, at which times the members Pendleton, Mrs. Celia Reed, Miss
Telephone 137
enoyed a delicious supper in obser Doris Sylvester, Mrs. Evelyn Tay
vance of the fourth birthday of the lor, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Wade,
Club
and honored the past presi Mrs. Keith L. Wasgatt, Dr. and
Fred Swanson of Worcester,
Mrs. Pei H. Wei, Mrs. Sylvia E.
Mass., was the guest of his parents, dents. The tables were attractively • Wilcox. Mrs Alice Winslow, David
decorated
with
Valentine
decora

Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Swanson over
tions. Seated at the head table I B Wooster. Honorary Stewards:
the past weekend.
Archie P. Eadic, Mrs. Arthur P.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Poole, who were the past presidents, Mrs Ma
Webster.
rion
Hopkins,
Mrs.
Lillian
Herrick,
have been visiting friends and rela
Elective Members of Commis
tives in Massachusetts, returned Mrs. Lucinda Waterman and the
present president Mrs. Barbara sions Commission On Membership
home on Saturday.
Harold Wiggin, superintendent of Haining, who were presented with and Evangelism: Chester H. Buck,
schools will be in town on Monday, a corsage and birthday cake. An Henry Pendleton, Miss Cordelia
Peb. 9 to meet with the school original poem written oy the presi Barnard. Miss Doris Sylvester, Miss
board in the Lincoln School at 7.30 dent was read to which the past Margaret Erskine, Miss Betty Jane
presidents responded. Following the Wasgatt. Commission on Educa
p. m.
Mrs. Grace Peterson entered the meeting games and singing were tion: Mrs. Elsie Barnard. Miss Do
Knox Hospital Thursday to under enjoyed. The following committee ris Sylvester, Mrs. Pel H. Wei;
go an operation. Mrs. Mae Brown were in charge. Mrs. Isabel Bailey Commission on Missions; Mrs. Elsie
Mrs. Ruby Moody, Mrs Betty Dorr, Barnard, Miss Alta Pendleton, Da
accompanied her to Rockland
Mra. Margaret Hansen and Mrs vid Wooster. Commission on Fi
Millie Eva Elwell
nance: Mrs. Inez Crosby, C. N.
Mrs. Millie Eva EIwelL widow oi Evelyn Bryant Thirty-seven mem
Cross, Henry Pendleton. Miss Doris
bers
were
present.
the late George Elwell, passed
Sylvester.
away Jan. 28. at her home in Vinal
Plan Summer Wedding
Committees: Nominations: Pas
haven at the age of 77 years, 6
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hopkins are
tor. Mrs Grace Anderson, Edmund
months and 1 day.
announcing the engagement of
Barnard. Lewis Pendleton, Mrs.
Daughter of Thomas Edward and their daughter, Doris Mae. to
David
Wooster. Pastoral Relations:
Harriet Marta (Conway) Barton, Francis S. Frye. Jr., son of Mr. and
she was born in Vinalhaven, and Mrs. Francis Frye. Miss Hopkins Miss Cordelia Barnard, Mrs. Inez
spent most of her life here.. She is a graduate of Camden High Crosby, C. N. Cross, Miss Doris
has been ill at her home for sev School in the Class of 1951 and is Sylvester; church records and his
eral months, where she was faith now a sophomore at Gorham tory; C. N. Cross and Mrs. Marion
Heald, Henry Pendleton and Par
fully and tenderly cared for by Mrs State Teachers College.
sonage: Mrs. Chester Buck. Mrs.
Alda Romer
Mr. Frye graduated yom Cam
She is survived by four nieces den High School in 1949. He at Wilbur Fugel, Mrs. Ernest Maxey,
and one nephew, Eva Barton of tended Kents Hill Junior College Miss Alta Pendleton, Mrs. Keith
Vinalhaven, Florence Grant of Cas and is employed at the Bath Iron Wasgatt and Mrs. David Wooster.
tine. Hattie Cole and Harold Bar Works Corporation.
Sometimes the good neighbor
ton of Camden. Also surviving her
A summer wedding is planned.
policy consists of merely shoveling
is a sister-in-law, Nina Evans of
the snow off your own sidewalk.
Mrs. Cox Honored
Portland.
Mre. Clara Cox was given a sur
Funeral services were held at the
Headley Funeral Home, Jan 31. prise birthday party by her friends
INVENTORY
with Rev. W. S. Stackhouse offi in tiie burling room of the Knox
ciating. . Interment was at Ocean Woolen Company at the home of
SALE
View Cemetery. The bearers were Mrs. Berniece Farrow Tuesday eve
ning.
Mrs.
Oox
was
presented
with
L. B. Dyer. Bradford Bray, George
At
Lawry, Jack Carlsen, Max Conway, money, flowers and a birthday cake.
A
buffet
lunch
was
served.
Those
HASKELL
&
and Harold Arey. There were
present were Mrs. Gertrude Dun
many beautiful floral offerings.
CORTHELL'S
From out of town to attend the bar. Mrs. Leafy Mutch, Mrs The
CAMDEN. MAINE
funeral services was Mrs. Nina resa Edgccomb, Mrs. Charlotte Up
ham. Mrs. Ethel Burkett, Mrs. Net
Evans of Portland.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES on
tie Gardiner, Mrs. Ruth Bartlett,
Mrs. Cox and the Hostess.
Rubber Footwear, Shoes,

o’clock. Virginia Chatto leads the
devotions and Laura Buswell has
the program.

will be the speaker,- Tuesday, 730
p. m . prayer meeting in the vesI tryThe film. “Challenge of
: Africa” will be shown. Wednes: day, 7 p. tn.. Ladies' Aid will meet;
1 Thursday. 10 a. m.. all-day meetAt St. Peter’s Episcopal Church. U.C.Y. meets at 6 p m in the ves [ ing of the Ladies' Missionary So
Rev. E. O Kenyon, Rector. Sunday try. The Men’s Class meeting. 10 ciety and Friday, after school at
services: Parish Communion and j to 10.30 will start its new study- the home of Mrs Kendrick Dorsermon at 9.30; Church School at theme “The Develoivment of Hu i man. the Pilgrim group cf Pioneer
11 a. m. and Evensong at 7 p. m. man Nature” The Circle Supper Girls will meet.
• • • •
Weekday services: Tuesday, Mass will be held Wednesday at 6; Feb
Morning
worship
ln the Appleton
at 730 a. m.; Wednesday. Mass at 16, next Sunday, will see Rev. Dr.
6 a. m.; Thursday. Mass at 8 a. m. Robert Cummings, general super Baptist Church begins at 11.15
o’clock. Rev Donald J. Ryder's
and Friday, Mass at 730 a. m.
intendent of the Universalist
•• • •
topic for the morning is “Finding
Church of America as guest
Lost Treasure." Sunday School
At 8t. Bernard’s Church: Sun preacher.
precedes the morning worship and
• • • •
day services are at 8 and 11 a m.
begins at 10 o’clock. There are
Daily Mass ls at 6.45 a. m. and Con
At the Congregational Church.
fession, Saturday at 3.30 and 7 ; Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor, classes for all agd groups. The eve
p. m. Sunday Mass at St. James' : morning worship at 10.45, with ning service will include special
Church, Thomaston, 9 a
m. Scout Executive Clinton Rose giv music and a message entitled
and 9.30 a. m at the Church of ing the sermon. Members of Troop “When Will Jesus Oome?” The
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden 206 and Pack 206 will be present Baptist Church v.dll conduct a
week of visitation evangelism be• • • •
and will give their respective
i
ginning
Feb. 8. Homes in the com
At the First Baptist Church Sun pledges. Members of Troop 206 will
day morning at 1030 Rev. J. take charge of the ushering. The munity will be visited in an effort
Charles MacDonald will be preach choir will present an anthem under to welcome people to the services
: of the church. This program will
ing on _ "Some Bible Definitions." the direction of Mrs. Eleanor Cote
The Communion Service will be Howard, with Mrs. Faith Berry at be followed up later In the month
held this Sunday- following the the organ, and Harold W. Green with a week of evangelistic meet
ings.
sermon.
Men’s and women’s will present “The 91st Psalm” by
a • • •
prayer groups will meet at 10.15, McDermot. At 3 o’clock the mem
The Sunday evening worship
and in the corner building the nur bers of the Pack and Troop and service at the South Thcmaston
sery will be open for the care of their families will join in a city Methodist Church will begin at 7
small children during the morning wide “re-dedication” service at the ' o’clock Rev. Merle S. Conant will
service. The Church School will Rockland High School auditorium, preach on the subject "Christians
have Bible study classes for all with all faiths participating. At
and Men."
ages at neon. The meeting of the 6 the UCY will meet at the Univer
* • • •
Ambassadors for Christ will be led salist Church to plan a progressive
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
by Carol El-well at 6. and she will supper and to se? up a schedule of Church the Sunday morning wor
conclude the study of the book of meetings for the next two months. ship service will be held at ,10.30
Colossians. A time of prayer at 7 Church School
classes Sunday Rev. Merle S. Conant will preach
will precede “The Gospel Story- morning will be the same as usual, on the theme “Christians and
Hour” at 7.15. Part of this service with third graders and over at 930 Men." Mrs. Austin Davis will play
from 7.30 to 8 will be broadcast. and those younger at 1030.
Prelude in C-minor" by Rink.
Music will be by the choir and a
Appointments for the week in “Eye Hath Not Seen" by Gaul, and
special vocal number Mr. Mac clude: “Family Nite” on Monday at •Postlude in Edlat" by Batiste
Donald will begin a series of mes 6.15 at the church, when Troop 206, The choir will sing the anthem
sages on the question, “Is the Bible their parents and families, leaders “Crossing the Bar” by Bamby
reliable ln all matters with which and friends gather for a supper Mr. Pavone will present the solo
it deals?” and this Sunday night followed toy a Court of Honor, with “Babylon” by Watson The Church
the subject will be “Does It Mat Fred Varricchio receiving Scout School will meet from 11 o'clock to
ter What One Believes?” The ing s highest honor, the Eagle rank 12.10. Classes arc provided for all
Happy Prayer and Praise Meeting and with Scout Executive Clinton age groups. The Youth Fellowship
wifi be held on Tuesday at 7.30. Rose as the speaker; Wednesday will meet in the vestry at 530 when
The Junior Ambassadors will meet the choir will rehearse at the Mr. Conant will conduct the dison Friday at 330, and at 7.30 there church at 7. and the Rounds Oroup cussiop hour. The Kola Discus
will be a meeting of the Sunday- , will meet in the parlors at 7.30.
sion Group will meet with Robert
|
....
School workers.
and Louise Gregory at 8 o'clock
•• • •
i Owl's Head Baptist Chapel serv
and Mr. Conant will conduct the
Reorganized Church of Jesus ices Sunday: At 9. Rev. James W
discussion peried. The Boy Scouts
Dagino
will
bring
the
mes-age.
Christ of Latter Day Saints will
will meet on Monday night at 7
hold services as usual at G_A-R I “How Can I Serve Christ Bcto’clock. Harold Whitchill will di
’
ter;
’
’
110.15.
Bible
School
for
ai
Hall, Limerock street.
Church
rect the meeting. The Official
school at 10 a. m. Pleaching serv ages and on Thursday, 7.30 p. m„
Board will meet on Tuesday night
ice at 11 a. m. Pastor George i prayer meeting.
at 730 in the vestry of the church.
• • « «
Woodward.
Littlefield
Memorial
Baptist The Baraca Class will meet on
"Spirit” is the subject of the Les j Church notices for the week of Wednesday night at 6 o'clock in
son-Sermon which wil! be read in Feb. 8. include: 1030 a. m„ morn the vestry. Supper will be served
all Churches of Christ. Scientist, ing worship service with the pas at 6 o'clock, the committee: Feme
on Sunday, Feb. 8. The Golden tor conducting the service. Rev Horeyseck. Kate Greenleaf. Min
Text is taken from John 4:24, “God James W Dagino will bring the erva Email. Marion Fickett and
is a Spirit: and they that worship message on the subject, “How Can Margaret Rackliffe will present a
I him must worship him in spirit I Serve Christ Better.” The adult social called the “Cupid Party."
and in truth.” Sunday services at choir will render a special an The choir will meet on Friday
10.30 and Sunday School at 11.45. them. Every Sunday during the night at 7 o'clock The sewing
Wednesday night services at 730 morning worship service a nursery gre p wil! meet cn Thursday at 10
• • • •
is maintained for all small children o'clock
Anne Eaton and Rose
At the Church of the Nazarene. tri the vestry. At 11.45 a. m.. Bible Gardner are the committee. Al!
Rev. Oakley E. Woodward, pastor. School for all ag<s; 6 p. m. Baptist planning to attend will please ca”
Sunday,services will be as follows: Youth Fellowship meets in the ves- one of the committee and rocelvt
Sunday School. 9.45; morning wor- j try and at 7.15 p. m. regular Sun suggestions as to what to bring for
f ship at 10.46; N.YPS. at 6 p m. day Evening worship service when the luncheon. Th ■ mission study
and evening evangelistic service at the pastor will bring the message, i greup meets on Thursday at 2
7.30
Mid-week prayer meeting “Certainty of Christ.” The young
| people will sing and there will be
Wednesday night at 7.30.
"pecial musical number! during
THEATRE
Church supper in the vestry of the service.
the Universalist Church next Wed
Monday, 7 p. m.. Pioneer Girls
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
nesday Feb. 11 at 6 p. m. The com meet with Marion Bartlett; Mon
Cverv Evening at 8.00. Matlneeo
mittee in charge consists of Mr. and day, 7.30 pm. The Farnham Class
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00
Mrs. John McLoon, and Mrs. Naomi meets in the vestry. Paul Huter
TODAY ONLY, FF.B. 7
Rackliff, co-chairmen; Mrs. Eliz
Robert Ryan, Julia .Adams.
abeth Post, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Rock Hudson in
Levensaler, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
"HORIZONS WEST"
Grant, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman DanIn Technicolor
j iels, E. R. Veazie. Mr. and Mrs.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Harold Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. Levi
SUNDAY AND
FEBRUARY 8-9
Flint. Mr. and Mrs. William Cross.
MONDAY ONLY!
Cornel Wilde, Constance Smith
Miss Blanche Pease. Miss Della THREE YEARS IN THE MAKING!
In
Pease. Miss Sadie Pease, Mr. and
THREE MILLION TO MAKE!
“TREASURE OE THE
Mrs. Raymond Fogerty, Mr. and CAST OF TENS OF THOUSANDS!
GOLDEN CONDOR"
Mrs. Palmer Pease, Mr. and Mra
In Teehnlrolor
IX
Douglass Cooper, Mr. and Mrs.
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
Samuel Collins.
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Mrs Frances H Perry left to
day to spend the remainder of the
winter with her daughter. Mrs.
Emile Amnotte, Old Orchard Beach
and her son, Douglas N. Perry,
New Bedford. Mass. While ln New
Bedford she will make the acquain
tance of her new grand daughter
Following the Ladies Aid Fellow Deborah Perry.
ship supper at the Littlefield Me
The Women's Mission Circle of
morial Baptist Church Wednesday
the First Baptist Church met Wed
night a committee of two came in
nesday afternoon in the vestry for
bearing handsome birthday cakes
a program
considering mission
and the entire group stood and
work on the continent of North
sang “Happy Birthday” to Mrs
America. The president, Mrs. Car
Magg*e Farnham honoring her 83d
oline Mitchell, conducted the devo
anniversary. She was then given a
tional service and the business
shower of cards from the 92 friends
meeting. Mrs. Frances Sherer pre
who had gathered in her honor.
sented the program in which an
Mrs. Maynard Gray was chairman
imaginary trip was taken to an or
of the supper and the attractively
phanage in Alaska, Bible transla
decorated cakes were tpadc by Mrs
tors in Mexico, the Navajo Indian
Carroll Wixson and Mrs. Clarence
Reservation in Arizona, and Chi
Dorman.
natown, New York City. Assisting
in the program were Miss Charlotte
The Southend PTA will meet
Cook, Miss Alice McIntosh, Mrs
Monday night at 8 p. m. in South
Edith Gregory and Mrs. Agnes
School with Mrs. Phyllis Anderson
Young.
presiding. Robert Hudson, Rock
land School District Chairman will
Mrs. Louis Seldner (the former
.'peak on Rockland’s North School Anne Delmonico) of Washington.
and the new additions which are D C., and her two sons, Tony Del
to be made at South School. Re monico and Vicki, are the guests
freshments will be served by Mrs. cf her parents. >fr and Mrs. An
Anne Miller and Mrs. Luella Post tonio Delconico. State street.
assisted by the 3rd and 4th Grade
Mothers.

Social Matters

Mrs. Albert R. Havener, Sr, Is
spending the weekend with Mr
and Mrs. Charles E. Havener and
family in Southhridge, Mass.
The Shakespeare Society will
m»et Monday evening at the Talb« Avenue home of Mrs. Eleanore
Wasgutt. Act IV of “A Winter's
Tale" will be read under the lead
ership of Mrs Oladvse Bums. Mrs.
Harriet Frost will present an ap
propriate paper.

Opportunity Class of the First
Baptist Church met Thursday eve
ning at the home of the president,
Mrs. Marion Lindsey, 23 Water
street with 19 members present.
Seventeen calls were made during
the past month on sick people and
shut-ins. After the business meet
ing, members exchanged valen
tines, reading the verses on the
ones received. A program was pre
dated under the direction of Miss
Alice McIntosh with Mrs. Lillian j
Joyce being the winner of the
word game. Refreshments consist
ing of cracltcrs, cookies, cake and
Mr, and Mrs. Wesley Dickey of
coffee were served by the hostess
Malden, Mass., are the guests of
es, Mrs. Alice Kaler, Mrs. Nellie
Mr. ana Mrs. H. John Newman,
Magune and Mrs. Lindsey. As a last
Masonic street
treat Valentine
candies were
served and each had a verse which
Mrs. Roger Lachanoe, West Mea
was read by the members in turn.
dow road, recently spent a busy
afternoon preparing for a stork
The Rounds Group of the Con-.
shower to be heid at her home for
gregational Church will meet Wed
a friend. That evening she spent
nesday night at 7.30 in the church
working on the Mother's March
parlors with Mrs. Chauncey Keene.
against Polio and upon her return
Mrs. Howard E. Crozier and Mrs
home was greeted by a group of
Jj|tderick Cates, hostesses.
friends who informed her that she
was the honor guest. The many
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Cum
dainty gifts were presented her in
mings of Rockland and Portland
a basket prettiliy decorated in
are leaving by plane Feb. 11 for
pink, blue and white. Buffet lunch
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. They will be
was served by the hostesses Mrs
guests of Mrs. Cumming’s sister,
Theodore Benner. Mrs Raymond
Mrs. Lewis D. Albee. They will re
O’Jala and Mrs Conrad Winchen
turn to Portland early ln March.
baugh. Others present were: Mrs.
-YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYX George Maker, Mrs. Elmer Teel,
s>
*1 Mrs. Wesley Martin, Mis. Norman
Watson, Miss Barbara Beklin, Mrs.
Doris Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Laura
Kaler. Mrs. Gustav Carlson. Mrs
Lawrence Mackie. Mis Wilbert
Barter and Mrs. Edward Baxter of
^Quicker.
a „„
Rockland and Mrs. Forest Hooper
Conditions While It Waves. J,
of Rockville
Mrs Lachance's
Machine Permanent. $5.00 up £
mother, Mrs Neelo Lofman and her
KATHERINE'S
' aunt, Mrs. Edwin Lofman of
Rockville sent gifts but were unable
BEAUTY SHOP
;
>
47 PARK STREET
£ to be present.

i
1

2

17

yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
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THOMASTON

(Continued from Page Six)
Mrs. Seymour Miller. Mrs. William
Flint and Harold Vannah; door
prize, Mrs. Percival Pierpont.
We Two Club

The We Two Club meets Mon
day night at the Federated Church
for 6 o’clock supper. Those on the
supper committee are Mr. and Mrs
Richard Woodcock. Mr and Mrs
James Hamilton and Mr. and Mrs
Clyd Hatch
Tlie entertainment
committee Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Shesler and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Ames.
Observe Church Night

Church Night was observed Tues
day evening at the Federated
Church. On the program Billy Flint
gave a piano solo. "Reverie'' by
TcrguSen; Susan Dennison pre'■r.ted ''Fun With the Hoop” by
Wi ’•gan. Due to illness Joan Graf
ton and Linda Brooks were un
able to take part in the program
Oret Robinson showed colored
slides taken during his European
tcur this summer A presentation
was made to Rev and Mr Hubert
F. Leach. Reports werc given from
the various organizations. Tlie fol
lowing officers were elected for thcoming year: Clerk. Mrs Orrin
Creamer; treasurer. Frank D. El
lin financial secetary, Miss Jes
sie M Stewart; chairman of Board
cf Finance. FIS Morse, assist-

MID-WINTER SPECIAL
f^BB,.
MAIMP

HOME DEMONSTRATION

I 11 t

ANYWHERE IN

A Betrothal

Page Seven

Summer Wedding

Dressel-Erickson
ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483
Wesleyan Guild Meets

The Wesleyan Guild met Wednes
day evening at the home of Mrs
John Sherburne, Mountain street,
Camden, with 20 members present.
A business meeting was conducted
with the new officers presiding. A
heart with a small paper tag at
tached was passed to each member,
the tag revealing to each one their
"Heart Pal" for the year.
Mrs. Marjorie Dodge, president of
the Guild and also the local chair
man for the Knox County Heart
Drive, which will be held during the
month of February’, selected mem
bers to assist in a two weeks' house
to house canvass. Her assistants
Carol Russell
will be: Mrs. Caroline Sims. Lime
rock street and Huse street; Mrs
Supt. and Mrs. J. Weldon Russel)
Caroline Barrows, Union street:
announce the engagement of their Mrs. Frances Berry. Mechanic,
daughter, Miss Carol Anne Russell Beauchamp and Spear streets; Mrs.
to Pvt. Charles Berry, son of Mr. Beatrice Richards, Church. Sum
and Mrs. Roland Berry of Warren mer, Franklin and Main streets;
Miss Russell graduated from Rock Mrs. Roberta West, Russell avenue:
Mrs. Barbara Woodward and Mrs.
land High School in 1952 and has
since acted as assistant secretary Juanita Colby, Pascal avenue and
and receptionist at the Farnsworth Richards Hill; Mrs. Ruth Erickson,
Museum. Pvt. Berry graduated Beech HiU, West street and Cam
from Warren High School ln the den Road; Mrs. Dorothy Sprague,
Pleasant street; Mrs. WUla Stevens,
class of 1950. He enlisted in the
Armed Services last October and is Amesbury Hill and part of Main
Mrs.
Helena
Kenney,
attached to the 101st Airborne Di street;
Spruce,
School,
Sea
and
Elm
vision stationed at Camp Brecken
streets.
ridge. Kentucky.
Letters have been sent to the
No date has been set for the
i different local organizations asking
wedding.
I for contributions. Plastic heart
1 containers have been placed in the
ed by Dr. Laurence Shesler, Wil ! stores in town and heart shaped
liam J. Brooks. Miss Rita Smith.
i cards with coin slots are to be given
Mrs. Josephine Stone. Mrs. Flor
to the children in the grade schools.
ence Gardiner, Oret Robinson: be
The next meeting of the Wes
nevolence treasurer, Mi's Helen
leyan Guild will be held Wednes
Studley; church council. Rev. Hu
day, Feb. 18 at the home of Mrs.
bert F Leach. F. L. S. Morse. For
Cora Upham, with Mrs Dorothy
est Stone. Gordon Reed. Albert Young and Mrs. Caroline Barrows
Harjula, Miss Rita Smith. Mrs
as co-hostesses.
Nellie
Oardiner,
Miss
Jessie
M
Stfwart,
Miss
Margaret
Ruggles. Miss Helen Studley, Mrs.
All The Answers
Edna Yeung. Mrs. Bowdoin Graf
ton Mt Laurence Shesler; presi Statistical Abstract 1952 Is
dent of the Friendly Circle. Miss
Storehouse Of Knowledge
Hilda George Following the pro
Of U. S.
gram and business meeting a
luncheon wa- served On the com
Tlie perennial best seller of the
mittee were Miss Anna Dilling
U. S.' Census Bureau. The Statis
ham, Mrs. Ethel Cushing, Mrs
tical Abstract of the United States.
Helen Dana
1952, 73rd Edition, hos recently been
rhurfh News
Mass wil! be- celebrated at St released according to Francis X.
James Catholic Church Sunday Griffin, district supervisor of the
Portland office of the Census Bu
9 a. m.
Services at St. John’s Eplsnopa. reau. Tlie Abstract contains 1085
Church Sunday. 8 a. m. followed by tahles and 31 charts in Its 1081
pages. It is a one volume storeSunday School at 10 a. m.
Sunday School. 9 45 a. m. at the I house of knowledge concerning the
Federated Church followed by the nation, and this year includes a
morning service 11 a. m. Rev Mr new section—comparative Interna
Leach’s subject. 'The Victory Of tional statistics.
Faith And Love.” Anthem. “Send j Statistics are given on subjects
Thy Thou Spirit,” by Schuetky' ranging front the number of peoThe floral offering will be taken. I pie working in umbrella factories,
Youth Fellowship at 7 p.m. Thurs I the average percentage of possible
day the Bible Class will be held | sunshine in the United States to
Sunday School 9.45 a. tn. at the the population, area and vital sta
Baptist Church followed by the tistics of die various countries of
morning service 11 a. m Rev. H j the world. For instance—if you
I. Holt of Camden will be the would like to know the life expect
ancy of males In tlie Soviet Union
speaker
or the coldest lt has been in Wash
ington, D. C„ this book will give
SEARSMONT
Almon Aines of North Haven and you the answers.
The statistical abstract was first
Concord, Mass.,
and
Richard
Crockett of North Haven were re compiled by the treasurey depart
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs'. Har ment in 1878, was transferred to the
old Cobb. They all called on Rev. Department of Commerce in 1903,
J. Chesley Rice and his mother, and has been the responsibility of
Mrs. E. W. Rice in Augusta. Jan. 20. the Census Bureau since 1938.
Rev. Mr. Rice is a former pastor About half of the material origin
of the North Haven Baptist Church. ates in the bureau—the balance be
Walter .Vidus. Ills daughters. Mrs. ing the result of a co-operative ef
Vivian Stone and Miss Thelma fort ln which 72 Federal agencies
Chaffee attended the recent OES and 42 private firms and research
organizations have participated ID
installation in Rookport
Drummond Hemenway met with the current edition. Copies may be
an accident while loading logs last
week, when he slipped, cutting hls New England telephone office in
face in several places on other logs Belfast with her mother, Mrs. Ethel
The
wounds
required several Butler.
stitches.
Several people ln town arc til
Miss Alice Higgins spent the with the prevailing colds and dis
weekend from her duties ln the temper.

Mrs Florence Erlckfon of Vlr-alhaven announces the marriage of
her daughter, Gwendolyn to Fred
erick John Dressel, Jr., of Springfield. Mass., son otf Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Dressel of 69 Kensing
ton Avenue. The wedding took
place Jan 31 at 2 o’clock in Trin
ity Lutheran Church on Wilbra
ham Road The double ring cere
mony was performed by Rev. Her
bert W. Goers.
The bride was given in marriage
by her brother-in-law.
Louis
Pappas, Jr., of Boston. She wore
a shell pink gowr. of slipper satin
with sweetheart neckline, a hat of
pink straw with tiny flowers and
under the chim pink veil and white
gloves. Her flowers were worn on
a wristlet which consisted of camelias and sweetheart roses. Her go
ing away suit was of smoke gray
with green accessories and a fur
coat.
Miss Erickson had her sister,
Mrs. Louis Pappas, Jr. of Boston as
her only attendant. Her gown was
of pale orchid slipper satin with
deep orchid accessories She aLso
wore a WTistlet of camelias and yel
low sweetheart roses. Mr. Dressel
was attended by John Schmltter,
uncle, of South Hadley, who served
as best man.
A reception was given by Mrs.
Erickson, mother of the bride* and
Mrs. Dressel ln the latter's home
at 69 Kensington avenue, Springfield. Mass. The couple took a trip
of unannounced origin
They will be at home to friends
and relatives at 67 Kensington,
avenue

Musical Heritage

Mission Circle Heard About
the Origin Of Familiar
Hymns

!
I

Service Notes

Bernard Kaler. Jr.

Bernard Kaler, Jr , son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Kaler. Pleasant
street, now stationed at Great
Lakes Training Center, Ill., expects
to arrive home on a 13-dav fur
lough. beginning March 3. On his
return to Great lakes he wil! enter
an Electronic and Radar School.
Thii wil: be his first furlough since
he enlisted last November in the
Navy. Hls present address is:
Bernard C Kaler, E.FJSR.. 10th
Reg. 101st Batt., Oo. 428. 210-49-95
USNT.. Orcnt Lakes. IU.. Camp
Porter.
• * • •
Pil. 2 Robert E
Keating
a native of Warren, who has com
pleted his basic combat training,
a part of O.RT.C. at Aberdeen
Proving Ground. Maryland, is the
youngest son of Mrs. Gladys T
Keating of Warren. Maine. He at
tended the Warren schools, and
prior to entering the service he was
employed at Freedom Lumber Co
at Freedom. His new address is:
Pil 2 Robert E. Keating. U. S
91157278. Prov. Oo 2416. APO 872
% P M . New York. N. Y.
O 0 • 0
John C. Boggs. Jr., spent the
weekend at hls home on Broadway.
Hls address Is: John C. Boggs,
Jr.. SPA. 2104350, F E. School
Class 8-53. Bainbridge Md.

The Mission Circle of Immanuel
Church (Universallst) Rockland,
met in the parlor Wednesday, with
16 present. Including the guest
speaker, Mrs. Ruth Te'el, whose
subject was: “Our Musical Herit
age—Origin ot Old Hymns,” which
was very interesting indeed. Mre
Alice Jameson read the following:
“I am your Church. Make otf
tne what you trill. I shall reflect
you as clearly as a mirror. If out
wardly my appearance is pleasing
and inviting, lt is because you
make me so If within my spiritual
atmosphere is kindly, yet earnest,
Miss Helen J. Lynch
and reverent yet friendly, worship
Mr ar.d Mrs. Edwin F Lynch of ful yet sincere, sympathetic yet
Thomaston announce the engage strong, divine yet humanly ex
ment of their daughter. Miss Helen pressed. It is but a manifestation
of the spirit of those who consti
Joan Lynch, to James R Wheeler.1
tute my membership.. But if by any
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil L.
I chance you should find me a bit
WheclFr of Cape Elizabeth, Maine.
I dull or cold, I beg of you. do not
Miss Lynch Ms graduated from
condemn me. for I show forth only
Thomaston High School and Gor
, the kind of life I receive from
ham State Teachers’ College, and
you Of this you may always be
is teaching school at Colebrook.
assured: I will respond instantly
Conn.
to your every wish practically ex
Mr Wheeler was graduated from
pressed, for I am the reflected
the University of Maine in 1950
Image of your soul. Make otf me
and is now employed as a reporter
what you will, I Am Your Church.”
by the Worcester Publishing Com(Author) Percy Hayward.
pany, Worcester. Mass.
Cards of sympathy were sent to
A summer wedding is planned.
several absent members who have
been and are still confined to their
homes. Tea was ser.ed by the
Elects Officers
committee: Mrs. Ella Bird, Mrs.
Comity Circle Makes Mrs. Pauline Gregory, Mrs. Wilbur
Cross. Mrs. Edward Payson and
Louise Burgess Its Presi
Mias Alice Fuller. One new mem
dent
ber was welcomed, Mrs. Nora K
Cooper.
Comity Circle met at the Unlversalist Church Thursday night
A good wife laughs at hubby's
with a chicken supper being served
jokes—not because they are clever
to 64 members and guests. During
—but because she is.
the short business meeting, the
nominating committee presented a
new slate of officers for the en
COMING SOON!
suing year. Mrs. Louise Burgess
president, Mrs. Louise Veazie, vice
FEB. 11
president; Mrs. Gladys Stone, sec
retary and Fred Linekin. treasurer
Little Joe
A ballot was cast and they were
elected to the various offices.
The Yodeling Country Boy
President Hugh Benner thanked all
for their co-operation during the
Curly Black
past year nnd wished the new offi
with his Electric Guitar
cers a year of success. Rev. Mr.
Wood spoke briefly.
and the
Dr. Lowe then Introduced Donald
Winslow of station WRKD who
Entire Show
gave a short talk and then showed
two films, which would tx the same
AT THE
if you were watching them on your
GOODWILL
TV sets. A question period fol
lowed. After the program a social
GRANGE HALL
evening followed.
To learn typing, plenty ot prac
tice is necessary and also, plenty
jf paper For exerciser in touch
typing, newsprint will serve the
purpose excellently and economi
cally. For sale at The Courler-Ga
zette, 15 cents a package
1’5J’

SHOW STARTS

8 P. M.

Adults 65c - Children 30c

Tax. Inc.
17-11

KITCHEN -

/or

• NURSERY

PLAY ROOM.
. LIVING ROOM

BATH ROOM.
Af) smoking, cooking, pei
spirafion.

mildew

dampness ano

disappear

odors

when you turn Kleen Aire
on.

Knox-Waldo Hairdressers Install

7 P. M.

DOORS OPEN

THIS HEW LAMS»

purchased from the Superintendent
of Dozuments for $3.25.
Rugs wear better if they an
aased on newspapers Bundles 10
tents and up at The Courler-Ga•ette
<2*aw

SOUTH WAKREN

ultra

Kleen Aire radiates

violet

to

produce

ozone, nature s own won
dertul deodorizing aqent.
fhe secret is in the new
Sterilamps

vVestinghouse

. . now 3

IF YOU CAN'T COME IN TO OUR STORE

PORTLAND
=*,

powerful

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

times more

then

ever

be

fore. This beautiful lamp in aluminum with ivory finish is a

compact uni' and b'ends into any background. Adds to the
charm oi any room while doing its healthful job.

OR MAIL COUPON

complete with 1 50-watt
lamp and S Sterilampg

3-735S
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS

SEW-VAC STORES
7 DEERING AVENUE — PORTLAND, MAINE
I would like a FREE home demonstration of a fully guaranteed Rn-bwilt ELECTROLUX
VACUUM CLEANER, complete with attochmsnfs for onry S12.M.
name

—

CENTRAL JyWAINE

ADORESS

CITY

—

MY PHONE NO. IS

.STATE -------------------------------

-If R.F.D. Give Directions

A new slate of officers far the Knox-Waldo Hairdi
i the Knox Hotel In Thomaston. Thursday evening. Mia.
! eer and the ceremonies were enlivened by a banquet and
Crecsey. Belfast, retiring president. Mrs. Nevria. and Hire

Photo by Barde
As—ilalloa waa Installed at ceremonies at
a Nerds af Winthrop, was tha Installing offlAbave. from left to right are Mrs. Shirley
Atctem, .it ftinnuntou. the nett president .4
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STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
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THE PICKLE BOATS
By Capt. Waiter E. Scott

The Monhegan and Mineola on
their regular run from Rockland to
Portland were knflwn as the "Pickle
Eoats ." They were given this name
by the freight handlers on the
Governor Dingley and Bay State
running from Portland to Boston.
This reason for this briny title was
due to the fact that these so-called
pickle boats always arrived in
Portland with their freight deck
filled with barrels of lobsters and
iced fish, and many times these
barrels were piled on the upper
forward deck to the level of the
bottom of the pilot house windows
and were dumped at the head of
the slip of the Portland and Boston
steamers or transferred to the
trucks from those steamers as the
truckmen passed by.
The boston boat truckmen would
drop their hands going down the
slip and the pickle would run out
making the slip a gooey mess. The
next man who came down with a
load would strike the slippery
pickle path and he would slip down,
lie down, or stand on his head,
depending how much speed he was
making at the time he came in
contact with the pickle. When he
came in over the tee plank on deck
his truck would generally be up
side down and he would have at
least a slack salted seat from slid
ing down in the pickle. X have
seen five or six trucks piled up at
the boiler head with pickle flying
in all directions. After the first
spill the second mate would send
a man to the head of the slip and
ease the rest down on a snub rope.
I have seen trucks go across the
freight deck and out through the
shutter on the opposite side and
overboard.
I remember one time the head
came off a barrel of lobsters when

She ia the less famous of the pickle beat twins.

the truckman made a somersault much as slowed those boats. They
over his truck. Lobsters were duck came into Portland In a southeaster
ing in all directions for cover. We pickled inside and out and many
even found them in the fo’castle times iced up so that it was neces
forward but the worst casualty of sary to chop ice before they could
this spill was a little fcrinclle bull ;et the forward shutters out. The
dog that was tied to a stanchion run from Seguin to Portland, an
in the express crate. The lobster outside run in a heavy Southeaster
had taken cover among the boxes or Northeaster in January and
of express and after the boat had i February with blinding snow, was
sailed he sauntered out to look over ' a supreme test for these men and
the situation with a view of get also for these boats loaded with
ting back to Saddleback where his their guards under water and even
next to kin was comfortably hiding j the upper forward deck piled with
| freight. I never knew these boats
in the rockweed.
As he came out the bull dog. to miss a trip. Their cargo was
being a bit lonesome in the express mostly perishables that could not
crate by himself, decided to try be held over. Fishermen along the
and make friends. The lobster ob Maine Coast depended on these
jected and grabbed the bull dog boats to deliver their hard earned
by the nose.
The Sheathing catch to market in the shortest
Watchman, hearing wierd shrieks possible time and if there was ever
through the stillness of his lone any claims for spoilage lt surely
vigil as he made his rounds, rushed was not the fault of the men who
to the cage. By this time the lob ! ran the boats. These men were
ster had also gripped a fore paw not careless, foolhardy, or in search
and had the dog down for the of glory from anyone. They knew
count of two when the watchman j their boats, they knew the coast,
intervened and broke up the match. they were born with the sprayJake Milliken, a fireman, came for touching the rockers of their
ward to get some fresh air, and on cradles and raised on the Mon
hearing the commotion also came hegan and Mineola.
Yes, these were the “Pickle
to the dog’s rescue. This was a
lucky moment for Jake and an Boats" and these men were the
unfortunate one for the lobster pickle boats’ crews, coming up the
Jake took it down in the fireroom hard way to learn all the tricks of
put him tn a fire bucket and with Father Neptune. When the ca
a steam hose ccoked and prepared reers of these boats had come to
an end, these men stepped to the
him for his midnight lunch.
When we speak of salty brine, decks of larger boats and served in
the Monhegan and Mineola were the same capacities, guiding their
soaked in brine to the top of their charges to the four corners of the
stacks. I believe their only living earth. Men of the Pickle Boats,
skipper, Capt. Bennie Dunton, will born with the sound of surf in their
agree with me on that, and if they ears, lived with the bodies soaked
were alive I know Captain Adrion ln the perfume ot the windblown
Stanley and Capt. Billy Lakeman mist from the top of a breaking
would likewise and so would Frank ground swell. Great men these, and
Shoales, a very popular mate on men we honor ln our humble way
of keeping their memory alive in
these boats In those days.
Wind, snow, sleet or fog never as the hearts of future generations.

Here Is Monhegan biggest of the “pickle boats" caught in an action picture.
pride and joy.

Brunswick Homes

Rental Units To the Number
Of 100 Will Be Erected
Shortly
The Federal Housing Administra
tion today reopened for builders
and contractors the 100 rental units
made available to Brunswick-Bath
area as part of the critical defense

I program. John H. Magee. FHA Di| rector for Maine, stated today.
The 100 rental housing units to
i be built in the Brunswick area is
Intended for military and civilian
personnel of Naval Air Station and
Aircraft Control and Warning
Squadron. Brunswick. Hyde Windloss Company and Bath Iron Works
In Bath.
Of the 100 rental units 10 are
programmed as one bedroom units

She was Captain Archibald's

which are to be rented at $65.00 and
70 as two bedroom units to be
rented as $75.00 a month and 20
as units ot three or more bedrooms
with a maximum rent of $85.00.
Have you a youngster too young
to write but who Just loves to
scribble? Keep him happy at Uttle
cost by getting a package of news
print at The Courier-Gazette for
15 cents.
1*50

A note from Edith Besse Greene
who Is spending the winter ln Au
gusta encloses an account of a re
cent Cecilia Club program which
featured Joel Hupper, flutist and
David Holmes, accompanist. Know
ing that Joel has many friends in
this vicinity, I am showing the re
view since the uniqueness of the
program will find interested read
ers:
“The Bowdoin
College senior
opened the program by giving a bit
of history of the flute. The early
Pan pipes, a type of flute, and the
recorder, an old name for the flute,
which is in existence today, were
played in Bach’s era. A variation of
the flute is the piccolo, which
sounds an octave higher, and is
much shorter in length. He likened
■he prin ip'.e of playing the flute
to the modern day gesture of blow
ing a.ross the mouth of an empty
soda pop bottle,
"Tlie first number, Partita, No 4
ln O minor (Teleman) consisted of
a number of short rhythmical
movements varying from the slow
to the light bouncing tempo. Tele
mann composed specially for the
flute, was a contemporary of
Bach, and was very well known ln
his time. The most modern selec
tion on the program was Andante
in C by Mozart. The crescendos de
veloped in the sustained tones were
very well controlled, displaying the
artistry of the player.
“Concluding the program was
the Sonata No. 5 in F major (Han
del.) Mr. Hupper explained that in
this number the composer proved
himself a sort of plagiarist In that
he borrowed for this composition
from the organ. It is not known
whether the original was for the
flute and harpsichord or for the or
gan.
"For his encore Mr. Hupper re
sponded with Les Plalsers from the
Suite in A minor ((Telemann.)
“Eavid Holmes, Bowdoin stu
dent, proved himself a piano ac
companist of great ability.”
Mr. Hupper is not only a flutist
of marked ability, producing a tone
of incredible loveliness, but has a
wide knowledge of music as a stu
dent and is able to add Interest and
pleasure in the "spoken word” tell
ing of the selection and composer
which he presents in a delightfully
informal manner.
Mrs. Greene also enclosed the
program of the concert given by
the Colby Community 8vmphony
Orchestra on Jan. 18 at which Fa
ria Chapiro pianist, was guest art
ist. Miss Chapiro played the Bee
thoven Concerto No. 3 ln C minor,
Cp. 37 and Mrs. Greene notes on
the program: “The Concerto was
very beautiful with orchestral ac
companiment. Miss Chapiro ex
tremely gifted, and so young and
attractive.” Mrs. Greene also re
marked that Ermanno Comparettl
who conducts the Colby Symphony
is a very flne leader.
A letter comes from John Egerton in which he says not to “both
er to put any of it in your column”
as he seems to think we get much
more interesting material than he
sends. But we know better—we
know that a letter from John Is a
most enjoyable event, and one to
be shared with many interested
readers. In this particular letter
John tells of other things than
music, and one that will register
w.th nature lovers is about the re
cent ice storm in Connecticut and
its eflect on trees, utilities, birds,
etc.
“Our Ice storm was about the
worst that I have ever experienced
and I hope never to have to see an
other. Trees mean so much to me,
that to see them weighed down
with ice, losing branch after branch
and not being able to do a thing to
help, is very hard to take. We were
without light for two days; for
tunately we have a gas range and
a goed fireplace, so we were warm.
We also had lamps (being of good
Maine background), that we could
place in use at once. So many of
our neighbors
have everything
electric so that they were without
heat, water and light. We have a
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rushing brook and a spring out of
doors, so could get water from
these for most all uses, and our
well is an old fashioned dug well
so that we were able to dip down
and get our drinking water We
were hosts to neighbors and friends
during this period, but lt was
rather primitive living at best One
could not go out of doors in safety
and to hear the grinding and rust
ling sounds of icy limbs followed by
unearthly crashes kept all of us in
a state almost of terror. Many of
our friends did not dare to go to
bed at all for fear of crashing roofs.
We were fairly safe in that respect
as most of our larger trees were
not near the house. The following
morning after the storm one looked
out upon a pretty desolate situa
tion. bushes down to the ground,
limbs everywhere, trees split from
top to bottom, and delicate shrubs
pimply ruined. My worst loss was
my favorite old apple tree, not
good for fruit, but a perfect bow
er of pink blossoms in the spring—
it was of the spreading kind, and
now the heart has been taken out
of it. Next year we shall burn the
wood in our fireplace, but I surely
shall shed a tear each time I see
it burn. It has been two weeks
since the storm and much of the
debris still remains along the road
side. Individuals of course have
cleaned up their own wreckage, but
it has been impossible for the town
to do very much toward cleaning
up otherwise.
• • • •
“We were doubly busy around
our place for the birds were having
a hard time with the ice caked
trees, and we had to double feed
them during all this time. It almost
seemed that they knew we were
their ’disaster unit,’ for they came
in untold numbers to eat from our
feeding stations. I'd hate to esti
mate how many pounds of seed we
used and the number of loaves of
Stale bread that we cut for them.
One vculd have thought at times
that we were keeping a wild bird
Harm, for there would be times
when the ground would be black
with them, together with squirrels
and otir two beautiful pheasants
It really was a sight to see. •
“Little have I done In the way of
bearing music. Our Community
Concerts have been unusually flne.

W» had an excellent ballet, a flne that the programs are getting won*
pianist, and thia last Sunday had by the minute—not the artists or
j an outstanding concert called ‘Ths the orchestras, but the songs that
Oershwin Festival’ the program of are chosen tor the singers are pret! which I enclose. If one likes Gersh | ty aid stuff. I suppose that la what
win music, here was such music takes across the countryside but
; presented at Its beat. It was spon | one gets awfully tired of hearing
sored by Ira and Francis Gersh ' Old Man River’ and such things—
win, so one would know that lt had ; there are so many lovely songs that
i to be good, or they would not have are being used these days in reci
allowed lt to go out. An excellent tal, it seems too bad that some ot
orchestra, a splendid young con- them at least cannot be used
1 ductor, a truly marvelous pianist
“You are right about the value
for this type of music, and excel of letters to the radio headquarters,
lent so.oists. Just top form in ev they do count very much. It is in
ery way. WeU stage-managed, aU teresting to know how many peo
of them musicians ln perfect attire ple do write. On New Year's Eve
(so often not the case,) and the so when my church in New York City
prano soloist certainly must have was televised at the service from
been dressed by a top conturier, 11 to 11:55, it reached from coast
for I hove never seen a more at to coast, and within an hour after
tractive gown. With all this the they had gone off the air, our min
musicianship was perfect. It was a ister received two calls on the tel
really excellent concert of Amer ephone telling how flne it was—one
ican music, we were Just thrilled was from South Carolina, the other
by lt (and there's much of Gersh from Iowa.”
win music that I just don’t like or
It will be of special Interest to
know for that matter.) Wish you local music lovers to know that
could, hear them.
Sanroma Is the pianist in the
• • • •
Gershwin Festival, for Sanroma
“We stiU have two more concerts was one of the very first Commun
—Cess re Siepl, baritone of the Met ity Concert artists we had. He is
ropolitan Opera, and your Mme. widely renowned for his art'stry
Mon.que de la Bruchollerie whom and musicianship, and in the mod
ern writing—Gershwin for example,
I am most anxious to hear."
“I wish you might have shared he is at his best. In the program
with me the enjoyment that I had he played with orchestra "Concerto
in seeing the inauguration over in F for Piano and Orchestra" and
television. Strangely I do not Uke "Rhapsody in Blue,” In which
television, but for things of this many think he exoels Oscar Le
nature it is very worth while Eis vant’s performance. The conductor
enhower was so fine, it gave you a of this group is Lorin Maazel, and
thrill to see a man of his calibre the soprano soloist of whom John
taking over the 'reins of state.’ He (peaks if Carolyn Long.
seemed so touched, and yet so
So many of my friends ln and
strong. So courteous to his wife, to
Truman and to Hoover; it was an around Boston have been seeing
event long to be remembered. And and hearing Emlyn Williams in
Mamie' aU but stole the show. j readings from Charles Dickens'
There is a woman for you I She ! work3, and eath and every one are
seems to know just what to do and unanimous in pronouncing the per
excellent. One
to do it well, never at the front; formance most
and yet always beside the President friend wrote:
"If Emlyn Williams ever comes
when the moment called for it. I
feel chat she wlU all greatly to the near Rockland and you get a
prestige of our country, for she is chance to hear him, don’t miss it
attractive and has so muoh person as it would be well worth you.- time
ality.
to hear the well-loved tales which
•• • •
he makes come to life. The audi
“Did I tell you that I went to ence was held spell-bound as he
Andrew Wyeth’s one-man show unraveled the tale from 'A Talc of
last tall when he exhibited at the Two Cities’—we could almost see
Maoieth Gallery? It was splendid Mme. Defrage with the defiant look
and I had never seen so many of In her eye! And we could picture
his pictures before. Ot course I Bob Sawyer ('Pickwick Papers' epi
liked 'Miss “Christina Olson" be sode) and his pals as being typical
cause of knowing Christina so well of some of the people in Boston to
—It had much more color than he day who live ln the sections we keep
generally uses. I heard also that lt away from unless properly chaper
had been purchased by John D. oned.”
•• • •
Rockefeller. I like so much the one
of his young son in the field that
Ruth Lawrence Bird will be in
was recently printed in The Chris terested to know that the Eastman
tian Science Monitor. There is so School of Music tfhich she attend
much character ln IL
ed is offering a new music degree,
“As much as I like the Monday that of Professional Doctorate in
evening radio programs, I do feel Arts, Dr. Cornells de Kiewiet, pres
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DURING 6 MONTHS IN
THE FORWARD AREA,
THE BLUE HAS CHALK
ED UP OVER 69,000

w

’ « V*
KOREA,
SHE RESCUED
FOUR AIRMEN
WHO WERE FORCED
TO DITCH THEIR
PLANES AT SEA.

ON JULY 22, SHE TOOK PART,

IN A NIGHT TORPEDO
ATTACK WHICH SANK
TWO 7APANESE SHIPS j
AMO DAMAGED OTHERS.

has offered since 1934.

Lower Hoods

The Chrysler Engineers Seek
Greater Forward Vision
For Drivers
Can maximum safety and beauty^
be combined in good automobile
design?
Chrysler CorporaUon engineers
combined them with the result that
Chrysler Corporation car owners
enjoy as much as 37 per cent more
seeable distance directly ln front
of the hood than is offered ln the
high massive front end design
favored by some stylists recently.
Following a styling Innovation
begun several years ago, Chrysler
Corporation designers have, ln the
interest of driver's forward vision,
designed their Plymouth, Dodge
DeSoto and Chrysler cars with low
hood silhouettes which slope down
from the windshield.
*
This type of design incorporates
more compact engines with re
designed air cleaners, new radia
tor shells and, in some cases, new
front chassis sections lo accommo
date lowering the engine.
In addiUon, a great deal of
thinking went Into the design of
comfort-level seats which would
give the driver an additional driv
ing vision advantage.
A survey made by Chrysler en
gineers into the safety vision of
fered by cats currently on the
market substantiated their lowhood design principle.
Over the center of the hood lnf$
one of the Chrysler Corporation
cars tested, the minimum sight
distance is 31 feet forward of the
driver, while ln the competing
make, the minimum sight distance
is 42 'A feet, a distance of
11W feet. Over the lowest point of
the hood, the Chrysler Corporation
car driver can see objects as close
as 14 feet from his position at the
steering wheel.
These points were determined by
a Une from the center of the av
erage driver’s eye, tangent to the
highest and lowest point of the
front end sheet metal and Inter
secting the ground. "In every one
of Die direct comparisons made
between a Chrysler Corporation car
and Its competing make, a closer
view ot the road was obtained over
the low hood silhouette of the
Chrysler-built car, adding greatly to
security and safe driving".

“GODS
IN THE
GRANDSTAND”
says
JACKIE ROBINSON
member of ihe Lrooktyn bvdgers und itittner of
ihe National League's Most Valuable Player Azvard

"When I was a small boy in Pasadena,
California, I used to hear my mother tell
this story over and over again; ‘Your

grandfather was a slave when he was

“My mother has a favorite expression: Whenever you uke one step toward God. He’4
take two toward you.’ If you know the power of prayer, you know how true this is."

young, and he never had the opportunity
to learn to read. One day w hen 1 came
home from school, he told me his great desire: to be

before. Congress and said that I was a religious man.

able to read the Bible before be died. And so every

1 like to reply with this: I can still remember my

afternoon, 1, though only ten, would give him lessons

mother turning away from her dishwashing, and say

in how to read.’

THE’BLUd

DURING THE CAMPAIGNS OF LEYTE. LUZON,
IWO TIMA, OKINAWA, AND JAPAN IN WORLD
WAR D. THE 'BLUE* SHOT DOWN FOUR
JAPANESE PLANES AND CONDUCTED 18
RESCUES OF DOWNED AMERICAN AIRMEN.

ident of the University, says 1$ tt
the first Ume in history ln this
country that such a degree has bean
offered. The School will continue
to confer the PhJ3 in the field* «(
musical scholarship,
musicology,
theory and composition which It

“It was some lime before I appreciated that story

and felt the tug of religion as my mother and grand

ing: ‘If you pUnt a crop and don't cultivate it, nothing

grows. That’s the way with religion ... it dries up

if you don’t tend it.’

father had. In fact, as a boy I was somew hat skeptical

“That’s why we regularly take Jackie, Jr., to church

of the need for formal religion. Playing ball instead

with us though he’s only three. For my wife, Rachel,

of going to church seemed much more important.

and 1 want him to know, as early as possible, the

“And that seems to be a problem familiar to many

faith that will guide and help him all his life, as it

families... the ‘thing’ which is more important than

helps and guides us. To be without the help of the

going to church. The reason I know is because people

friendly hand of God is something we cannot imagine.

have written to me about it ever since the day 1 spoke

I know without His help, I could never do my job."

Take your problems to church this week Wl millions

leave them therel

